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GOALS 

to establish a functional atmosphere that enhances 

the learning experience of students, 

to provide an environment conducive to interaction 

among students/and teachers. 

to utilize the site so as to provide natural climatic 

advantages and desireable views, 

to provide an appropriate and efficient flow of 

activities and spaces and how they interact, 

to provide a facility that has the advantages of 

flexibility and expansion. 

to allow for maximum efficiency for administrative 

personnel in administering policies. 

to eliminate/or reduce vandalism, absenteeism, fight

ing, etc... by providing a facility that instills 

pride in the students and the community. 
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OBJECTIVES 

* adjacencies should be such that they enhance activi

ties and not inhibit them. 

* allowing spaces for students to interact on their 

own and to have these spaces desireable and condu

cive to interaction. 

* By using sun angles, wind direction, site specific 

climate and geography; forming the facility (complex) 

into a unit integrated with the environment. 

'' By designing with future demands in mind, the 

facility would adapt easily to any expansions or 

modifications necessary. 

* By careful design decisions, eleminating those types 

of spaces which allow deviant activities to transpire 

''•̂  By giving the student population a facility they can 

be proud of and identify with; vandalism, absentee

ism and fighting can be reduced and ideally elimin

ated . 



BACKGROUND 



SAN ANGELO, TEXAS 

HISTORY 

In 1868, the U.S. Army organized the Texas 

Frontier Defense Line. By doing so they established 

a fort on the Concho River known as Fort Concho. San 

Angelo, earlier known as San Angela, started as the 

trading post to the fort. Later established as the 

county seat of Tom Green County, it became a center 
2 

of county government. 

By 1886, wool became an important part of the 

city's industry. The Sante Fe railroad extended it's 

line through the city in 1888. Tom Green County had 

the destinction of being the largest cattle center in 

West Texas by the turn of the century. Schools and 

parks were established. 

In 1929, San Angelo Junior College was opened. 

In 1930, Nasworthy Dam was constructed but the flood 
3 

of 1936 damaged the downtown area. Good fellow Air 

Force Base was established in 1941 and brought extra 

economic prosperity to the area. During the 1940's, 

San Ingelo annexed three times the original land area 
4 

which allowed for horizontal development of land. 

In 1954, O.C. Fischer Dam was completed thus prevent

ing any more flooding from the N. Concho River. Nine 

years later. Twin Buttes Reservoir was completed and 

two years later the Junior College became a full 

fledged college. In 1969 San Angelo's college became 



a University. 

Presently, San Angelo is still developing the 

Houston-Harte Freeway system with construction still 

proceeding. 

POPULATION 

San Angelo initially was an agricultural community 

until the 1930's after which it developed a diversi

fied economy allowing it to survive without agricul

ture as the mainstay. 

San Angelo has a present population of 73,240 

people, with Tom Green County having a total of 

84,784 people. This population figure reflects a 
o 

14.757o increase over the 1970 census figures, (see 

figure-1,table-1) The population has always increased 

but not at such a high rate as recent years. Of 

these numbers, 4.51% are Blacks, 23.067o are of 
9 

Spanish surname, and 60.267o are White Anglo-Saxon. 

(see figure-2) The San Angelo Comprehensive Plan 

showed a decrease in Black population and an 

increase in Spanish surname population over a 20 

year period, between 1960 and 1980. This possibly 

indicates a lack of jobs suitable to the education 

level of the Black community. 

ANALYSIS — There are presently 7600 high school level 

children in San Angelo according to the 1980 Census. 

Lakeview High School, in the northern part of the 

city, has 1200 of these students. Central High 

School presently has 2,173 students attending. 



The maximum capacity of Central High is 3,075 

students,while Lakeview High is presently at its' 

maximum of 1200 with temporary buildings being 

12 

used. Current options for the expected enroll

ment increases are to add the ninth grade to 

Central High from all Junior High schools in the 

city and accommodate grades 6 through 8 on the 

junior high levels. Therefore, a new High 

School as a solution to this expected rise in 

student population would be a viable option to 

consider. 

With all this growth in population and school 

planning to change their present arrangements, the 

new facility seems eminent. Taking into consider

ation the Southwest growth of the community, it 

seems also that the site be located in that area. 

The San Angelo I.S.D. has such a site located in 

the southwest part of San Angelo. Population 

projections using the 14.757o growth rate put the 

population at 110,000 in the year 2010. This 

is the necessary number of people to support a 

third High School according to traditional ratios 

for types of schools. The ratios being: 

School type / Supporting population required 

Elementary 3,800 

Junior High 18,000 

Senior High 36,000 

(Table 2) 
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Population by Census Tract 

Population 
More than 6500 M 1500 to 3200 

3200 to 6500 • Less th«i 1500 
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Figure 1. 
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POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Population of San Angelo 

1910 10,321 1950 52,093 
1920 10,050 1960 58,815 
1930 25,308 1970 63,884 
1940 25,802 1980 73,240 

Population of Tom Green County 

1910 17,882 1950 58,929 
1920 15,210 1960 64,630 
1930 36,033 1970 71,047 
1940 39,302 1980 84,784 

(Table 1-1) 1980 U.S. Census 
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Of course, the growth rate could fluctuate up 

or down depending upon the economic climate. If 

the current pattern holds in the future, then it 

would be reasonable to assume that the High School 

should not be overlooked.(Table 3 shows other 

standards practiced for sizing schools and the 

land for them). 



School Standards 

Inter-County Regional Planning Commission, Denver, Colorado 

Minimum Ideal Maximum Site Radius of 
School Type Area Served 

Size(Pupils) Size(Pupils) Size(Pupils) Size(acres) (miles) 

5+1 per 100 pupils 0.5 

15+1 per 100 pupils 1.0 

25+1 per 100 pupils 2.0 

Senior High-Park 
Combination 35+1 per 100 pupils 

Elementary 

Junior High 

Senior High 

230 

750 

900 

700 

,000 

,500 

900 

1,500 

2,500 

(Gallion, Arthur B., The Urban Pattern, 1980, Litton Educational Publishing Co., P. 234.) 

Table 3. 



Race by Census Tract 

Figure 2 
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Of course, the growth rate could fluctuate up 

or down depending upon the economic climate. If 

the current pattern holds in the future, then it 

would be reasonable to assume that the High School 

should not be overlooked.(Table 3 shows other 

standards practiced for sizing schools and the 

land for them). 



School 

Element 

Junior 

Senior 

Senior 
Combina 

(Gal 
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Education by Census Tract 

Education 
H More than 12 years 

H 9 to 12 years 

O Less thsn 9 years 

"̂ ^VpTV-A^ 

OU A .F ,6 . 

0 1 

Figure 4, 



ECONOMY 

12 

The people of this area also have a more refined 

appreciation for the- arts, including cultural events. 

There is a coliseum next to the fairgrounds in the 

north side of the city. Also, along the North Concho 

River recently completed in 1980 is the San Angelo 

19 
Civic Center. There is a Performing Arts department 

at Angelo State University. Fiesta Del Concho is held 

in the summer as a week long look at festivities, a 

20 
river parade, and just outright fun for all. All 

these events and more exist and everyone interested 

usually attends and attendance is not usually restrict

ed to people from the Southwest sector. 

The retail in San Angelo is shown to be strong. 

An increase of 447o between 1972 and 1977 is indicative 

21 of a strong commerce and economy in San Angelo. An 

increase in employees and payroll in the area are also 

indicators in a strong economy. 

Wholesale sales increased 34.87o between 1972 and 

1977 with number of establishments down but number of 

1 22 employees up. 

These strong figures lead to an unemployment per-

23 centage of only 5.77, (as of December,1983). That 

figure means only 2900 people were out of work, a re

markable statistic. The main reason for the economic 

strength is the wide diversification of San Angelo 

economy.(see figure 5) 

There are 19 major light industrial employers in 
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at Angelo State University. Fiesta Del Concho is held 
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usually attends and attendance is not usually restrict

ed to people from the Southwest sector. 
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An increase of 447, between 1972 and 1977 is indicative 

21 of a strong commerce and economy in San Angelo. An 

increase in employees and payroll in the area are also 

indicators in a strong economy. 

Wholesale sales increased 34.87o between 1972 and 

1977 with number of establishments down but number of 

1 22 employees up. 

These strong figures lead to an unemployment per

centage of only 5.77, (as of December, 1983) . ̂ ^ That 

figure means only 2900 people were out of work, a re

markable statistic. The main reason for the economic 

strength is the wide diversification of San Angelo 

economy.(see figure 5) 

There are 19 major light industrial employers in 
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Unemployment °L by Census Tract 

Unemployment 
I 8X or more Q 3% to 5X 

I 5X to 8X CZI 2X to 3X 

• Under 3X 

^COCrE U,OU A.B6. 

0 • 

Figure 5. 
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the city. Some of these are: Levi-Strauss, Mitsubishi 

Aircraft, Barry of San Angelo, Hirschfield Steel, GTE, 

Goodfellow A.F.B., Angelo Stat University, and the 

Goodyear Proving Grounds. With all this prosperity 

the area is guaranteed countinued growth. 

Also very important to the economy is the Agri

cultural trades. San Angelo is number one in the world 

25 for wool and mohair production. Sheep and cattle are 

the dominant rural trade in the area. With all this 

growth and the diversity of the economy, the popula

tion will continue to grow and the community will 

continue to expand. 

LAND USE 

Current land use adjacent to the site is one of 

ranching. No present access is available for the gen

eral public. There are no site improvements as of 

yet due to no buildings or houses near it with city 

2 6 
supplied utilities. (see figure 6) 

POLITICAL 

Policies for release of funds to supplement such 

a proposal as a high school must first be collected 

27 through taxes and bond elections. The San Angelo 

School District collects $1.42 per $100.00 on the 

28 
assessed valuation of one's property. Bond elections 

can take up to $1.00 per $100.00 on valuation of prop-

. 29 erty. 

The current expenditure and operating revenue 

budgets show how the money is received and how it is 
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Current San Angelo Land Use 

Figure 6 



COURSES 

16 

distributed (see Tables 4 & 5).-^^ 

With the current system of high school teaching 

in San Angelo, there are 3 levels of classes; below 

31 
grade level, above grade level, and grade level. The 

school policy is to provide an educational system de

signed to meet the individual differences in the 

32 

student population. Central High School strives to

ward these goals with a very diversified curriculum. 

As diversified as it is, some courses do not require 

the standard size school room to accommodate that 

courses' activities. For example, a small room for 

teaching special verbal skills as opposed to a full 

class taught computer fundamentals. Nodes of particu

lar activities should also be formed to encourage 
33 sharing of similar equipment. 

San Angelo Central High was designed with the 

'campus plan' approach to planning. Lakeview High 

School has basicallly a few buildings and a stadium 

nearby. Other junior high schools have implemented 

34 
the concept back to the smaller classroom approach. 

Central High, even though spreadout, has been consider

ed a large success for producing high quality students 

c ^ 35 
from the area. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Traffic is also an important issue when consider

ing the time it takes to get from one place to another. 

San Angelo has 3 main highways; U.S. 87, 277, 67, 
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1983-84 Aproved 

Operating Revenue Budget 

$32,619.172.00 

STATE 

58.5 6% 

STATE 

LOCAL 

FEDERAL 

$19,100,308 

$12,237,204 

$1,181,660 

58.567o 

37.827o 

3.627o 

Table 4, 
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1983-84 Approved 

Total Expenditure Budget 

$35,536,238.00 

c,^^!V' 

INSTRUCTION & 

INST.-RELATED SERV. 

63.54% 

/ 

Instruction & Inst.-Related 
Services 

Plant Maintenance & Operation 

Facilities Acquisition & 
Construction 

Food Service 

General Administration 

Debt Service 

63, 

14, 

7, 

7, 

3. 

3. 

. 547o 

.577. 

,327 

,227, 

,977 

,387o 

(Table 5) 
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of which all carry considerable through traffic."^ 

There is only one local bus system and there are 

5 inter-city bus lines that service the city. San 

Angelo also has 10 motor freight lines and the 

Sante-Fe Railroad that transport freight. 

Mathis Field services the city with two air-
38 

lines. Future expansion of the airport will not 

harm the growth of the city because of the lake 

on one side and land aquissitions obtained by the 

39 air field. Mathis Field is located to the south 

of San Angelo by 5 to 10 minutes. 

The majority of the people within the city drive 

alone and very few utilize the inefficient local 

bus routes. Due to the rapid expansion of the 

southwest portion of the city, traffic has increased 

to the point of needing more traffic signals. 

Drive time to Central High (downtown) is between 

10 to 15 minutes in off peak hours (see figure 7). 

The length of time to commute from the South

west area to the school is another important issue 

concerning the choice of location for the proposed 

High School. Less traffic and a more desireable 

drive would result if the school wre located at 

the proposed site. Since most of the population 

drives an automobile then the relief of traffic 

from the downtown areas would probably be welcome, 

(see Table 6) 
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Driving Time to Downtown 

Figure 7 
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JOURNEY TO WORK 1980 

Persons working outside city if residence 9.47, 

Means of transportation: Drive alone 71.17, 

Car-pool 18.17o 

Public transportation 0.67o 
(includes Bus & Taxi) 

Table 6 

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980 Census of Pop. & 

Housing, 1982.) 



no scale 
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Major Highways 

Transportation Corridor Map 

Map 1 
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

San Angelo is the county seat of Tom Green County 

San Angelo is located at 31° N latitude and 103° Longi

tude. The city sits at an altitude of 1,903 feet 

above sea level and lies between the North and South 

forks of the Concho River, It is also surrounded by 

3 bodies of water; the Twin Buttes Reservoir, O.C. 

Fisher Lake, and Lake Nasworthy. Lake Nasworthy is 

within a half mile from the proposed site,which could 

become a recreational consideration. 

CLIMATE — San Angelo is classified as a 'semi-arid' climate 

42 with clean air and overall low-humidity. Average 

annual temperature is 63.5 with the seasonal mean 

temperatures of 32.2 in January and 96.3 in July. 

Precipitation annually is an average of 18.2 inches 

with the wettest month in September with 2.74 inches 

44 and the driest month in December with 0.70 inches. 

Average annual humidity is 557,. This dry, mild 

healthy climate is a definite advantage for attracting 

residents as well as industry seeking the location 

that is free of corrosive elements and high humidity. 

San Angelo has a growing season of 232 days and over 

3,000 hours of sunshine annually. Winds are from the 

south-southwesterly direction in the summer and re

verses to north-northwest in the winter with wind 

speed rarely exceeding 20 m.p.h. 

This favorable climate lends itself to outdoor 

activities quite well most of the year- Designing 
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the facility and the sport fields should be done with 

sensitive consideration to the climate. 

LOCATION OF SITE 

The site is located on the southwest perimeter 

of San Angelo in Tom Green County. Presently it is in 

the middle of private range land and vehicular access 

is by caliche road. Access is off Knickerbocker road 

going south and turning west on Red Bluff Road. One 

mile down this road is a gate on the north side. The 

site is 150 acres total and covers a relatively flat 

area with moderate slopes combined. 
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Map 4 . 



raphical Map 5' 
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SOILS 

Tom Green County is located at the junction of 

the Edwards Plateau and the Northern Plains region. 

Soils are of such a type that the majority of the site 

is suitable for construction and other parts are more 

suitable for recreational activities. The Angelo 

Clay loam and Tulia loam are the best workable soils 

on the site. The Kimbrough areas seem to possess 

shrink-swell properties and are suited for anything 

49 besides construction of buildings and roads. These 

severe soils would require major attention to design 

and maintenance if absolutely necessary for construc-

50 tion purposes. 

Extreme slopes on the site range from 20 to 50 

feet at varying locations. The watershed in the 

southwestern part of the site is dry but will accummu-

late water during rainfall, therefore considerations 

around this area for greenspace should be considered. 
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SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 

Angelo Clay loam(AnA) 

0" 

28" 

clay loam 

caliche 

0 to 17, slopes 

slight hazards of soil blowing 

and water erosion exists. 

Severe conditions for roads 

and streets, (high shrink-

swell potential) 

Kimbrough association, undulating(KmC) 

0" 

14" 
Kimbrough 

g r a v e l l y loam 

i n d u r a t e c a l i c h e 

Kimbrough-Owens complex(KoD) 

0" 1—I 

g.. Kimbrough 

wh i t e 

i n d u r a t e d 

c a l i c h e 

T u l i a loam(TuB) 

0" 

28" 

T u l i a loam 

c a l i c h e 

(Soil Survey of Tom Green County, 
U.S. Dept. of Ag., Soil Conser
vation Service, 1976, pp. 40-44) 

1 to 87o slopes 

slight hazards of water erosion 

and soil blowing 

These soils have convex slopes 

and are near narrow drainageways. 

(very shallow soil) 

1 to 87o slopes 

Hazards of soil blowing is 

slight and water erosion is 

moderate. 

Severe conditions for roads and 

streets;(very shallow soil) 

1 to 37, slopes 

The hazards of soil blowing is 

slight and water erosion is 

moderate. 

Moderate conditions for streets; 

fair traffic supporting capacity 

(Hardland Slopes) 



Type of Soils 

Contour Map 6. 

no scale 
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WATER 

All slopes drain to the south-southwest. Water 

accummulates partially at the watershed and is usually 

absorbed quickly by the land since the climate is semi-

arid and the soils are fairly absorbent. 

The normal water level of Lake Nasworthy is 1872 

feet above sea level. Since the lowest part of the site 

is 1910 feet above sea level and is not in a flood 

plains area, the lake has little impact on the site ex

cept for visual lines to it from the site and also its 

recreational value. 

WIND 

The winds blow over the site in the summer from 

the south-southwest but first travel across the lake be

fore reaching the site. This allows the site to enjoy 

some cool breezes in the summer. Advantage of this con

dition should be taken by planting shade trees on the 

lower end of the site for comfortable human interaction 

areas. 

TOPOGRAPHY 

The contours on the site are fairly gradual and 

slope downward from the northeast to the southwest. 

Cutting through the upper third of the site is a utility 

52 

company power line with a 50 foot easement. The con

tours could be worked with so as to design a building 

that reacts with the site, allowing most natural occur

rences to remain relatively intact. To the East is the 

Power Plant, and to the Southeast is the lake. These 
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are the desireable views that are stimulating and should 

be considered. 

The site is presently not effected by noise 

pollution or by traffic, however, the city's 'Master 

Street Plan' shows a secondary arterial road and a major 

collector road passing beside the site in the future. 

With this in mind the site must be able to blend with 

the surrounding changes. The area is to be mostly res

idential , and a park nearby should be considered to 

enhance the site. Circulation on the site should be 

from north to south and around its perimeter. The flat

ter upper parts of the site should serve as parking and 

playing fields with the middle and lower areas serving 

as classrooms and visual space (The power line acting 

as a divider of the two areas of the site). 

Natural ventilation, as well as natural lighting 

should be emphasized to keep maintenance of the facility 

at a minimum. Vegetation can be located for aesthetics 

and functional considerations. Not only to stabilize 

the soils but to break northerly winds. 

There are no utilities presently on the site but 

they will probably be introduced in the general district 

within 10 years. No streets are adjacent to the site, 

but if needed before development of the area occurs, 

construction of a temporary road would be facilitated. 



General Drainage of the Site 

Contour Map 7. 
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Wind & View A n a l y s i s of S i t e 

Contour Map 8. 



Proposed Activity Uses of Site 

Contour Map 9. 
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SITE CONCLUSION 

Each part of the site has a unique character all 

its own. Finding the integration of man and environment 

is a challenging endeavor. By using the climatic infor

mation and considering the views, the contours, the wind, 

the sun path and angles, and the desire to improve the 

site with minimal disturbance, one can confidently state 

that he is truly a designer. 

Political issues of money must be passed. Loca

tion of the site must be approved, although taking all 

the factors into consideration, this site is located in 

a prime location. The school district could decide to 

choose another location but it would probably not be 

feasible due to monetary concerns. 

The only detriment to the entire site is the 

power line that passes through it. The fifty foot ease

ment disrupts the site but the designer can overcome 

this matter. The only considerations left are the or

ganization of the facility and all its amenities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

All buildings are made up of activities. In 

school facilities the combinations are endless. As much 

as one tries to design for all users, there is no way 

he (the designer) can accomodate every particular possi

bility of interaction. However, by knowing the user and 

allowing him to become an active participant in deci

sions the designer can try to capture the important re

lationships between the user and the spaces. Five 

concepts that recur in almost all building types are: 

1) The concept of flexibility 

2) Unobtrusive security controls 

3) Functional relationships and efficiency 

4) The concept of orientation- "to quickly 

identify and proceed to the desired area 

without confusion and loss of time." 

5) Student traffic flow^^ 

These concepts are to be followed to simplify organiza

tion and interaction of these spaces where actual human 

users are to be involved. 

The needs of the users, as stated earlier, is the 

prime focus of a design of an educational place of learn

ing. A survey done by the CRS, Sirrine firm produced ten 

needs of the youth that were imperative for growth to 

full potential. They are: 

1) All youth need to develop saleable skills and 
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understandings and skills that make a worker 

intelligent and prductive in the economy. 

Therefore, students need supervised work ex

perience and education to obtain these goals, 

2) Maintenance of good health and physical fit

ness are important, 

3) Students should be aware of responsibilities 

of a citizen and should contribute to society 

in a positive way, 

4) Youth should know the significance of the 

family and its role with society and the 

individual, 

5) All students should know the economic value 

of the dollar and its appropriate consequences 

if used in an irresponsible manner, 

6) All youth should understand the methods of 

science and how it effects nature and man, 

7) Students should be encouraged to participate 

in and appreciate culture and the arts. 

8) Leisure time and extra-curricular activities 

should be budgeted wisely and should provide 

satisfaction to the student. 

9) Group cooperation and mutual respect for 

others should be developed to produce a work

ing attitude among fellow students. 

10) All youth need to grow in their ability to 

think rationally to express their thoughts 

early and to read and listen with understand-

56 
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Heavy emphasis is placed on the school as a place of 

social interaction. School should then be considered a 

living experience for students to exchange ideas and to 

learn from each others' experiences. 

Other considerations for designing are as follows 

1) Human Scale: the students must not feel 

alienated or repelled by their environment, 

2) Circulation: students in high schools spend 

a lot of time in this transitional space and 

should be given significant attention. 

3) Spacial variation and Proximity: The activi

ties should be able to address the required 

space necessary for each activity whenever 

necessary. Spaces should have flexibility 

of size. 

Closeness of similar activities should 

be considered to allow exchange of common 

knowledge and to provide the right atmos

phere for those activities. 

4) Knowledge Accessibility: All activities 

requiring the use of materials to learn by 

should be "close at hand" for those wishing 

to use them. 

5) Durability: All surfaces, whether they be 

walls, floors, ceilings, fixtures, or furni

ture, should be capable of withstanding even 

the most torturous punishment given to that 
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particular surface or item. 

6) Suggestions: even the most thought out 

design of a facility will still not cover 

all the areas of concern. User feedback 

should be given to modify and improve the 

facility to its full potential. Of course, 

this is a continual cycle of reformation, 

7) Manipulation: flexibility of the design 

should allow for this exchange of user pre

ference for activities. This ability to 

change the environment gives the user the 

58 sense of personal space, 

SCHEDULING 

Students attend six classes per day which last 

55 minutes each with 5 minutes allowed between classes 

for circulation. Lunch is only 35 minutes long and 

there are two different times in which to eat; 11:30am 

to 12:05pm or 12:00pm to 12:35pm, Regular classes are 

59 dismissed at 3pm, 

ACTIVITIES 

The students are the principle users of the 

facility, therefore close attention must be payed to 

activities where these classes occur. Most of the ac

tivities involve lecturing by the teachers and listening 

by the students. These general similarities of activity 

require similar spaces to perform in. Other classes are 
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specialized in either fixtures or special equipment and 

these need appropriate design considerations. 

ADMINISTRATION 

The administration actually keeps the school 

functioning. This activity requires attention to paper 

work, public relations, and actions of the students. 

The principal is the overall supervisor of the school 

and initiates policies which reflect the communities 

attitudes and desires about education, as well as his 

own. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

Planning 

Academic Direction 

Solving Problems 

Strong Public Relations 

USER GROUP 

Principal-Asst. Pricipal 

Teachers 

Secretaries 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

writing-filing-collecting-scheduling 

talking-meeting-discussing 

waiting-sitting-talking 

relaxing-drinking-eating 

GUIDANCE 

This is the area of activity which allows a 

counselor to interact with a student or group of stu

dents and give career or emotional guidance. Sometimes 
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teachers are also involved where behavior is a problem 

with the student. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

to direct 

to help 

to explain 

USER GROUP 

counselor(s) 

students 

teachers 

parents 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

counseling-talking-guiding 

reading-testing-thinking 

sitting-waiting-relaxing 

listening 

disciplining 

TEACHER PLANNING 

The teachers are the real hearts behind the stu

dents. In order for these crafts-persons of mind to 

operate well, they must have an adequate area to prepare 

their lessons. This activity requires adequate space 

for storage as well as adequate operational space for 

the individual. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

grading 

coordination 

planning 
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USER GROUP 

teachers 

teachers' assistants 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

scheduling-grading-writing 

reading-listening-relaxing 

viewing-reviewing-thinking 

drawing 

recording 

CIRCULATION 

Utilized by the students for ingress and egress 

from buildings and classrooms. Books and belongings are 

exchanged in locker areas and rest rooms are also in 

this activity zone. Congregating of students for in

teraction also occurs. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

successful travel 

socializing 

uncrowded enjoyable spaces 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

visitors 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

talking-walking-running 

relaxing 

using rest rooms 

exchanging books from lockers 
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LEARNING RESOURCES 

Not only is this activity usually housed in a 

library, but the scope of resources available is almost 

limitless. Activities to be included are exposure to: 

films, magazines, newspapers, books, maps, pictures, 

computers, and other forms of media. The student has 

the ability to participate in any activity he choses as 

long as he doesn't disturb others, A wealth of infor

mation stems from this resource and is considered the 

fin 
heart of the school complex, 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

development of knowledge 

self motivation 

inquiry 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

librarians 

other administrative personnel 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

relaxing-thinking-talking 

reading-researching-writing 

viewing-listening-learning 

INDEPENDENT STUDY 

This activity is purely self-motivated and re

quires the student to pursue his own interests, whether 

they be academically necessary or not. The student can 
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accomplish personal interests or can work on homework 

assignments. By doing things on his own, a student will 

unknowingly build his confidence and his skills. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

develop personality 

develop creativity 

develop skills 

create satisfaction 

delegate responsibility 

USER GROUP 

students 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

reading-thinking-studying 

writing-learning-conversing 

drawing-viewing-listening 

INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS 

This activity allows the student, through the 

teacher, to develop his skills to communicate graphic

ally. Through the medium of art, the student can de

velop his own sense of expression. This is one area 

of activity that individuals can excel in. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

influence creativity 

develop skills 

improve graphic communication 

create self expression 
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develop visual awareness 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

artisans 

teachers' aides 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

painting-all mediums 

drawing-all mediums 

lecturing-listening-perceiving 

audio-visual viewing 

outdoor sketching; indoor sketching 

cleaning-washing 

firing (pottery) outdoor 

throwing (pots) -clay building 

BUSINESS 

The importance of exposure to business related 

courses should be emphasized. Areas of accounting, 

mathematics for business, shorthand, and typewriting are 

offered at this level. These courses can provide the 

foundation for job related skills needed in the real 

business world. Consequently, there are also work-study 

opportunities available to help build the students con

fidence. These skills are becoming absolutely necessary 

with computers becoming more a part of daily life, 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

skill training 

typing/computer skills 
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USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

business instructors 

teachers' assistants 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

listening-leeturing-writing 

typing-learning 

using computers 

book-keeping-visually observing 

LANGUAGE 

SPEECH/DRAMA 

This type of activity develops the students oral 

abilities and increases his confidence. Personal aware

ness when communicating with others is also enhanced. 

Acting on the stage can also help promote a childs' 

genuine interest in the cultural arts. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

develop language skills 

develop social skills 

increase cultural awareness 

provide a positive self image 

increase communication skills 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 
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audiences (parents, friends, public) 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

Dramatic productions 

acting-orating-speaking 

reading-writing-lis tening 

constructing props-making costumes 

interacting 

JOURNALISM 

The same basic language skills are needed for 

journalism, however, the skills are predominantly 

written and not oral. Journalism requires a more in 

depth working knowledge of the English language. This 

skill, when developed, can lead to rewarding careers 

in publication, photography, advertising and other in

teresting careers. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

develop writing skills 

develop composition layout 

increase communication skills (graphic & written) 

introduce photographic techniques 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

guest lecturers 

parents, visitors 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

writing-organizing 
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publishing-photographing & developing 

talking-printing-drawing 

creating 

Musical expression is one that fills the soul. 

For a musician to describe what he does is to ask a man 

to reveal himself. True music is a form of art that 

brings joy and satisfaction to its listeners. 

High school is the time where these talents are 

cultivated to improvement. Students interested in play

ing instruments should be encouraged to do so. even if 

some feel it should be started earlier. A student can 

become enriched with the knowledge that he can commu-

nicte to others through another medium. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

development of skills 

development of techniques 

develop sense of rhythm 

cultural appreciation 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

musical guests 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

singing-playing instruments 

listening-writing music 

relaxing-paying attention 
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SCIENTIFIC LEARNING 

This type of activity is two-fold. There is the 

initial learning from the oral instruction of the teach

er, which is followed by team experimentation to test 

out actual problems. This teamwork is fundamental to 

basic social skills. Laboratories for experimentation 

require a great deal more square footage than lecture 

courses and also require very large storage spaces. 

Special equipment is used and discovery of phenomenon 

could result in a students life-long pursuit of the 

scientific world. Careful observation of students and 

equipment should be maintained. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

experimentation 

problem solving 

mind inquiry 

teamwork skills 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers & assistants 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

lecturing-listening-doing 

talking-calculating-dissecting 

biological-chemical-physical 

discovering-thinking-reacting 
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS 

This is more of an activity that provides the 

student with vocational trade skills. Most of the 

equipment used is mechanical and electrical. Some 

courses offered are in auto repair, welding, wood-work

ing, and electrical appliance repair. Some skills 

learned with these courses can be applied directly to 

different types of art creation but are generally used 

the traditional way, 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

mechanical skills 

hand/eye coordination 

problem solving 

general skill development 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

specialists in thier field 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

metal working-drilling 

using tools-welding 

wood-working-sawing-construeting 

drawing-listening-learning 

drafting-studying-socializing 

automotive & electrical work 
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HOME ARTS 

This area of study no longer just concerns a 

housewife's tasks around the house. With our society 

changing more rapidly than ever before, our views are 

also changing. Home Arts includes interior decorating; 

home building; child care; husband/wife relationships; 

budget management, and much more. Students of both 

sexes should be encouraged to learn these skills and to 

contribute to all class participation, 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

development of social skills 

development of living skills 

development of personal skills 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

parents & visitors 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

studying-talking-socializing 

working-cleaning-eating 

writing-listening-sewing 

viewing-displaying 

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Physical activities are to the body what the 

mind is to the soul. These activities keep students 

healthy and thereby decreases the amount of absences of 
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a student. Physical exercise should be encouraged to

ward all students with opportunities as diverse as 

possible. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

physical growth and strength 

emotional growth and stability 

opportunities for majority of students 

influence a healthy attitude 

USER GROUP 

students 

coaches 

teachers 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

basketball 

baseball 

badminton 

archery 

football 

tennis 

gymastics 

soccer 

track 

golf 

weight training 

soft-ball 

volley-ball 

dancing 
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running activities 

showering-socializing 

talking-watching-observing 

OUTDOOR OPTIONS 

These are other types of activities other than 

sports. These places are usually anywhere people con

sider appropriate to the present activity. For example, 

eating lunch under a tree or just a place where people 

gather to socialize. Pleasing outdoor environments 

brings one closer to nature and gives one a sense of 

natural well-being. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

increase appreciation of the natural environment 

to create a gathering place for socialization 

to utilize the natural attributes of the site 

USER GROUP 

everybody 

including animals 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

walking-talking-sitting 

sunning-watching-eating 

reading-relaxing-playing 

DINING 

Usually where the eating activity occurs with 

social interaction the enjoyed activity. Can be used 

as a meeting area but often used for dances. 
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MAIN OBJECTIVES 

satisfy instinctive needs 

to allow socialization 

to encourage interaction 

USER GROUP 

students 

teachers 

visitors 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

eating-drinking-relax ing 

talking-looking-laughing 

TRANSPORTATION 

Allowing for commuting, to and from the site, 

A dominant force in our everyday life, the automobile 

and other forms of travel influence the way we act. 

Without transportation that takes us everywhere, we 

would still be a predominantly rural country. 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

to accommodate transportation vehicles 

to blend parking lots with the natural scenery 

USER GROUP 

all inclusive 

DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES 

arriving-leaving by (bus, car, foot, cycle, bike) 

parking-peeling out 

listening-watching 
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CLASSROOMS (GENERAL) 

The user needs are always changing in a school environ

ment. Attitudes and ways of teaching are always in transition 

and a facility that is capable of changing with the needs of 

these teaching approaches are of paramount importance. 

Structurally the spaces should allow for any number of 

combinations of room sizes. This is accomplished by providing 

large, uninterrupted areas that make the best use of long 

spans. Columns used as load bearing elements open up the in

terior, as well as exterior walls to maximum flexibility and 

varying functions. Walls will be considered a vertical teach

ing surface and made out of chalkboards, tackboards, or dis-

107 play surfaces. The quality of the space should encourage 

student interaction and academic pursuit. Where there is a 

view one should be given. Where the site dictates a level 

change one should occur. All mechanical noises should be kept 

away from the classrooms and constructed in a sound isolation 

room. The users do not need to compete with the HVAC system 

to hear lectures or to speak normally. All classrooms will 

have an automatic sprinkler system as specified by code. All 

ducts conforming to code will have fire dampers installed to 

108 
prevent the spreading of smoke. Early warning smoke de
tectors are also standard equipment. Duplex wall outlets 

(for electricity) should be located on all walls at spacings 

109 
of a minimum of 9' intervals. 

The life safety of the users is of the utmost importance 

and exits should be clearly visible by using lighted exit 

signs--using panic hardware on doors—and by providing a 
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backup power supply for exit lights and lighting during power 

failure. 

All surfaces will conform to fire ratings for protection 

of occupants. Two exits are required for classrooms with 

more than 50 occupants. 

Security will be accomplished by way of locking doors, 

cabinets, storage closets, etc. Door locks will be operable 

from the inside even when locked. Doors will have appropri

ate fire resistive qualities and contain a view window for 

supervision and safety. Entry thresholds are to be eliminated 

to allow maximum flexibility and to accommodate handicapped. 

Natural light and ventilation is of prime concern to 

these spaces, for economy of resources and well being of the 

users. 
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OFFICES 

All offices will have flexibility and expandability by 

use of moveable, acoustic wall partitions. All ceilings will 

have acoustical tile to reduce noise levels. Walls in these 

spaces should also be considered important visually, as well as 

functionally for the user. Wall surfaces should allow for 

stapling, tacking up notes, etc. Natural lighting is also en

couraged in all spaces but with adequate sun control devices 

available. Electrical outlets will be placed at 9' intervals 

(more where necessary if many office machines are used). 

Mechanical service to these areas will be equipped with 

insulated ducts and sound attenuators to relieve noise lev-

1 111 els. 

All areas will have automatic sprinkler systems to in

sure maximum user safety at all times. Fire extinguishers 

should be located wherever prescribed by code. Fire alarm sys

tems will be located by code also. Fire dampers will be lo

cated in all ducts between walls to insure containment of any 

fires. 

Security will be by use of door locks, etc. Locks must 

be operable from within the room whenever locked. Smoke de

tectors should be located in all rooms and corridors to pro

vide total fire safety for the structure. All communication 

systems needed are to be used to improve efficiency of ail 

departmental functions. 
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LEARNING RESOURCES 

The structural intentions here are for optimizing flex

ibility and expandability of the library spaces. These 

spaces should be large with mobility the key. The book stacks 

should also be moveable to insure maximum security at all 

times. Natural illumination is needed but never on the books 

themselves. This leads to deterioration and high book main

tenance. 

The environment should make the user feel comfortable, 

and be conducive to productivity of the student. Views are 

desireable and should be sought. 

Librarian should have total supervision of as many areas 

of activity as possible. If this is not possible, a book 

security system should be incorporated into the system. 

Mechanical noise is highly noticeable and sound attenu

ators, duct insulation, and well insulated walls will lower 

the noise levels. Electrical outlet access should be easy 

and convenient. Outlets every 9' will provide adequate ac

cessibility. Where there is special equipment, outlets and 

illumination should be provided. 

Exits need to be placed in easily visible locations with 

exit signs also easily seen. Panic hardware will be on all 

doors leading to the exterior. All exterior doors will 

swing to the outside for emergency purposes. Locks on the 

doors, cabinets, storage rooms will provide adequate security 

with a burglar alarm system appropriate for night. 

Life safety is provided by fire extinguishers, a fire 

alarm system, and an automatic sprinkler system with an 
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instant cutoff valve easily accessible, 
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ART STUDIOS 

The structural concept needs to allow for expandability 

and flexibility also. The spaces require large work spaces 

for each user and therefore dictating large unobstructed spaces, 

The walls should be washable and capable of mobility. Natural 

112 lighting from the north and skylighting is desireable. 

Stain resistant walls are more easily maintained than other 

surfaces. Variable control lighting is critical to use of vis

ual equipment. Shading devices are required to control natur

al lighting. 

Mechanical equipment should be separated from the build

ing since a majority of time spent in the space is not con

versing. Electrical outlets at 9' intervals are needed and 

also located at specific activity areas (such as potters' 

wheels). 

Sinks must be durable and have clay traps in the drains 

(floor drains also need these clay traps). Floors should be 

washable and non-stainable. Storage space for flammable and 

toxic liquids are to be exhaust vented. 

Panic hardware should be on all exit doors and large 

double doors are needed for supply drop-off. A small court

yard is required for kiln firing of clay pieces. Views are 

of prime concern for drawing assignments and creative day

dreaming. 

Locks are needed on all doors, cabinets, shelves, etc. 

A system of checking out supplies is best for accountability 

of tools and supplies. Fire extinguishers, a fire alarm sys

tem, and automatic sprinkler system are required to insure 
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safety of all users. 

113 The adjacent darkroom needs a light tight door and a 

light tight exhaust vent. The floor is non-slip with a floor 

drain. Cabinets need locks for security. A stainless steel 

sink for developing is necessary. Darkened walls ease eye

strain. The mechanical system should be extremely quiet and 

there should be several electrical outlets over the work table 

surface to insure plenty of outlets. Outlets are also needed 

at the location of each piece of equipment. An intercom be

tween darkroom and classroom would improve efficiency of con

versation between the two spaces. 

There is a darkroom adjacent the newspaper, journalism 

room that has these same requirements. 
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BUSINESS CLASSES 

Most considerations similar to general classroom consid

erations but with significant additions. 

The foundation in these areas must accommodate under-

floor wiring raceways for the multitude of typewriter or com

puter terminals necessary to teach these trades. Extra HVAC 

ventilation is required to handle extra heating load from ma

chines. The electrical outlets will be at every student 

work station as well as at 9' intervals along the perimeter 

1 1 114 walls. 

Extra acoustical demands are present due to high noise 

output of machines; therefore, a high STC (Sound Transmission 

Class) rating is needed to reduce disturbances to surrounding 

classrooms. 

All health safety features are needed including an auto

matic sprinkler system, smoke detectors, and a fire extin

guisher within the class. Lighting should be adjustable and 

natural illumination is always desireable for the well being 

of the occupants. 

Other considerations are those listed under general 

classrooms. 
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LABORATORIES 

Laboratories need extra safety and structural considera

tions in order to best serve the users. The spaces must be 

capable of accommodating all types of scientific experimenta

tion. Wall surfaces must resist chemicals and stains. Floors 

should be acid-proof and provide floor drains to dispense with 

chemicals. Sinks in lab tables must be of stainless steel as 

does the exhaust fume hoods. The Mechanical system should 

provide adequate ventilation with all stainless steel duct 

work to prevent corrosion by toxic vapors. Storage of flam

mable and toxic chemicals should be kept in a cool, dry place 

with adequate ventilation. 

The electrical layout should maximize floor space and 

reduce confusion to the user as to where his work space is. 

Duplex wall outlets are necessary and should have two outlets 

at each work station. 

Ail lighting should be variable control for use of visu

al aids. Natural lighting is always a must as is natural 

ventilation. Walls should also accommodate chalkboards, tack

boards, etc. 

Acid waste should be provided for to insure the safety 

of all users. Fire extinguishers, automatic sprinkler sys

tems, and smoke detectors should all conform to code. Doors 

should be lockable with locks being operable from within the 

space. 
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MUSIC 

These spaces need large unobstructed areas for practicing 

singing, or playing instruments in large groups. Small prac

tice rooms are also provided. The walls need to be non-

parallel (as well as the ceiling) to improve acoustics. All 

surfaces except the platform area need to absorb sound. Nat

ural lighting is desireable. The mechanical ventilation 

should block any outside noises and the electrical layout is 

normal except a p.a. hookup is needed by the platform. 

Panic hardware is needed on all exit doors, and doors 

must swing away from the space. Fire extinguishers, a fire 

alarm system, and automatic sprinkler system is required. 

Instrument storage should be provided with doors and cab

inets with locks. A burglar alarm is needed to protect the 

valuable instruments invested in by the school district. 

Large doors are to be provided for large instruments to 

be brought in and out. Vehicle access is needed to transport 

equipment and students between events. 



INDUSTRIAL ARTS SHOPS 
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117 

These spaces should be incorporated into a structure for 

their specific purposes and buffered from other activity 

areas. The structure calls for long spans with flexibility 

in mind. Expandability is always a key consideration. The 

quality of illumination of these spaces should be as full as 

possible by natural light, and flow through ventilation is ab

solutely necessary. 

Mechanical systems should provide evaporative cooling in 

the summer with space heaters utilized in the winter. High 

ceilings and adequate insulation will reduce the usual uncom

fortable feeling felt in some shops. The electrical demand 

is high and many 120V - 240V outlets are needed at 9' inter

vals. For hand-held tools, suspended electrical cords are 

not only convenient but increase the safety of the area. 

Floors should be hard, non-slip concrete and stain re

sistant. All surfaces should be fire resistant and an auto

matic sprinkler system should be installed in all areas. Fire 

extinguishers and a fire alarm system are needed. 

Toxic fume ventilation is necessary in the welding area 

and emergency exits should also be located at key areas. 

Noise should be controlled by blown insulation on the 

walls (or acoustical panels). Overhead hoist systems are used 

and the structure must be designed to support the added weight 

of the system and anything it carries. In the automotive shop 

is also a hydraulic lift which must be designed into the foun

dation system. 
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Security is accomplished by means of locking doors, 

shelves, cabinets, and by a check-out system of signing in 

and out for tools. Night security is by means of a burglar 

alarm system patched through to the local police department. 

Sinks and an emergency use shower with toilets are pro

vided for handy clean-ups. 
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AUDITORIUM 

This space demands long span construction and acoustics 

of inside and outside sound is the most important considera

tion. Sound deadening material is needed in all walls. Walls 

are non-parallel and so are ceiling panels. Roof structure 

also supports a catwalk for spot lighting from above. Long, 

strip electrical outlets are needed in this space to ade

quately supply all lighting needs. Electrical outlets at 9' 

intervals are required. A main power and main light panel 

are needed. Communication from the sound booth to the back

stage is needed as is a way of physically reaching these 

areas without walking through the seating space. 

Seats are covered with acoustical materials and have 

sound absorption treatment on the bottoms. Carpet on the 

floor deadens the sound also. 

Lobby restroom facilities are to be visually blocked at 

their entries. 

The mechanical system must be extremely quiet and not 

conflict with circulation on the catwalk. Guard rails on the 

catwalks and all ladders are required. The mechanical venti

lation system must accommodate large occupancy loads for 

short amounts of time. The system must be sized to meet this 

requirement. 

All exits will be no less than the required aisle widths 

and will be equipped with panic hardware. Exit lights will 

be visible as to code and will have an emergency backup power 

supply. There will be locks on all doors to provide secur

ity. Fire extinguishers, a fire alarm system, smoke detectors, 
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and an automatic sprinkler system will insure public safety 

The Costume/Prop room will have a special large door 

connecting it to the stage. It will be acoustically sep

arated by a small sound isolation space to act as a noise 

buffer. Natural lighting and ventilation are required. 
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GYMNASIUM''--'-̂  

A long span structure is needed to span the basketball 

courts within the space. Natural light is required for best 

color within the space. The only requirements are to en

close a space with a roof over it, dug downward into the 

ground,(to minimize wall heights) and to add skylights for ex

tra illumination. Flow through ventilation over the students 

body, not over their heads. Floors should be of a durable, 

cleanable surface. 

Mechanical ventilation systems need to keep energetic 

bodies and occasional crowds comfortable. Design of these el

ements should be integrated with the structural design. Elec

tricity will power time clocks, clocks, score boards, p.a. sys

tem, etc. Attention to location of these outlets is impor

tant. 

Code references to number of exits is to be adhered to 

as is placement of exit lights (with backup power supply). 

Ramps are required if handicapped people are to have access 

to these areas. 

Lighting needs to be strong enough to create uniform 

lighting, indirectly reflected and not to cast shadows. An 

automatic sprinkler system, fire alarm, smoke detectors, and 

fire extinguishers are needed. 

The basketball boards are to be retractable and the 

space flexible to allow for many different athletic uses. 
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LOCKER ROOMS 

These spaces, although adj-acent to the gymnasium, should 

be located to allow ample natural ventilation. Windows should 

be placed to maximize this cross ventilation feature. Humid

ity in these areas can be attacked by auxiliary ventilation 

to help reduce the moisture in these spaces. For economical 

reasons, all plumbing should be combined in adjacent areas. 

Walls should be moisture resistant and easily cleaned. 

Floors need floor drains and be easily maintained. 

Exits need panic bars and be visible by exit lights. 

Lockers need to be oriented to optimize natural ventilation 

for drying gym gear. Locks are needed on all lockers to pro

vide all students with security. 

Exhaust vents are needed in the water closet areas. 

Other similar requirements are those of general classrooms 

and the gymnasium. 
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SWIMMING POOL 

A long span structure with an unobstructed floor area is 

needed. Natural ventilation and illumination are required. 

Minimum ceiling height over diving boards is 25'. Supplement

al ventilation should be provided and roof vents would allow 

for excessive humidity to escape. Indirect artificial light

ing facing away from spectators is needed. Adjacent to gym 

and lockers, the space shares same common requirements. 

A non-slip walking surface is needed. Underwater lights 

are to be provided for. Diving platforms with non-slip sur

faces are needed. Diving boards are also required. Pool is 

required to have drains, perimeter overflow gutters, and lane 

dividers. All depths and dimensions should be accessed from 

Architectural Graphic Standard. 

Exits and all panic hardware to conform with code. All 

fire safety features are also to conform to code require

ments. 
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CAFETERIA 

A long span concept is also appropriate for this space. 

The main dining needs natural lighting and the high HVAC de

mand is to be cycled from the dining to the kitchen and then 

exhausted. Flexibility and convertability are the concern to 

allow for as many different activities to operate in the space 

as space permits (at any one time). Walls should be treated 

for sound control as well as floors and ceiling. No direct 

view of the kitchen should be available. All doors are 

equipped with panic bars and exit lights. Fire extinguishers, 

a fire alarm, and automatic sprinkler system is required. Any 

stairs should also have ramps to accommodate handicapped stu

dents. 

The kitchen needs to be visually and acoustically sep

arated from the main dining area. The mechanical system is 

to adequately remove heat from cooking equipment. Exhaust 

hoods with filters will vent immediate heat from the larger 

appliances. Walls, floors, and ceiling need to be washable 

and durable. Most appliances will require high output outlets 

and the layout of these outlets is to be planned carefully by 

the designer. 

A dry chemical extinguisher system in the exhaust hoods 

is required to quickly suppress any fire started. All fire 

equipment and sprinklers are to be provided. Exits to be 

clearly visible and labeled. Backup lighting is needed and 

panic hardware is needed on all exterior doors. 
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OUTDOOR FACILITIES 

Need provisions for maintenance of tracks, all lawn areas, 

fences, and playing surfaces. Spectator bleachers are to be 

all-weather and use of space underneath for storage, conces

sions, and toilets should be dealt with. All grounds should 

have an underground irrigation system to optimize lawn space 

for aesthetics. An observation tower is needed for the foot

ball field and track for supervision. A small announcer's 

booth should also be constructed for the baseball field and 

the football field. 
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PARKING 

Visitors, faculty, students, and busses will all need 

space for circulation. These spaces should be separated so 

119 as not to cross paths at the same time. Minimize vehicular 

traffic and pedestrian paths crossing. Overflow parking areas 

can also be paved play areas if adjacencies work out through 

design. Pedestrians should be directed to sidewalks and paths 

to exit vehicles as directly as possible. 

Busses should never have to back up. Visitor parking 

areas should be carefully located and all parking areas should 

be landscaped and carefully located. Other requirements can be 

found in Time Saver Standards for Building Types, Educational 

section. 
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CORRIDORS AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Corridors should have a minimum width of 8' with no ob-

120 
structions. This space should provide free and easy move
ment by the students between classes. 

Stairways need to allow the flow of 2 students with books 

to walk side by side. A minimum of 5' is required for this. 

Handrails should be used on all stairways and be mounted 2' -

121 9" above stair tread nosing. Smoke control facilities 

should separate all stairs and corridors for which they 

122 serve. All stairs should have a non-slip tread, preferably 

123 
an inserted tread works best. All handrails and stair di
mensions should conform to all applicable buildings. 

Short runs of walkways between buildings should be cov

ered for protection of students from the weather. The roofs 

need to be angled to allow for rain drainage. 

All fire, electrical, building, plumbing codes, and others 

should be strictly adhered to. Exterior illumination at night 

is needed to reduce vandalism and break-ins but can also be

come a very aesthetic feature. Exit requirements should be 

adhered to as well as fire-resistive qualities required of 

different types and areas of construction. 

Natural illumination should be introduced into most spaces 

when possible and shading devices will accompany most of these 

areas. Drinking fountains on every floor is an absolute min

imum and can be expanded upon. Fire extinguishers should 

be located as to code. Spaces with automatic sprinkler sys

tems require a distance of no more than 200' travel distance 

^ 125 
to an approved exit and 150' if no system is present. 
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safety is always the top concern for the users of the facil

ity and Should always he considered when making an^ design 

decisions affecting them. 
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SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA—ENDNOTES 

107 
Pena, William M. Roots of CRS Research, Houston: 

CRS Sirrine, Inc., 1983. 

108 
Uniform Building Code. Whittier: International 

Conference of Building Officials, 1979, p. 554-560. 
109 

Modern School Shop Planning. 7th Ed. revised, Ann 

Arbor: Pracken Publications, Inc., 1982. 

"'"•'•̂ UBC, p. 524. 

Pena. 

112 
Gwynne, Susan K., Guide For Planning Educational Facil

ities, Columbus: Council of Educational Facility Planners, 
International, 1976, p. G-9. 

113 

Modern School. 

Ibid 

Ibid 

Ibid 

Ibid 

118^ 
Pena. 

119 
Callendar, John Hancock, Ed., Time Saver Standards for 

Building Types, New York: The Kingsport Press, 1980, p. 174. 
120.^,.-, Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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124ibid. 
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NUMBER OF CLASSROOMS NEEDED (Table 6 ) 





AREA 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
Foyer/Entrance 

Lobby 

Attendance office 

Registrar's Office 

Business Office 

Computer Data 

Public Address 

Textbook Storage 

No. of 
SPACES 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

97 
No. of 
USERS 

varies 

2-5 

1-2 

1-4 

1-2 

1 

1-2 

s. f. p er 
USER 

Subto 
AREA(s 

tal 

.f.) 

Total 
AREA(s.f.) 

450 ̂  

344^ 

200 ̂  

140** 

300^ 

50^ 

200^ 

Money Vault 1 

Public Restrooms 4 

Principal 1 

Asst. Principal 2 

Principal's Secretary 1 

Guidance Counselor 3 

Counseling Conference 
Room 1 

Audio/Visual Storage ^ 

Materials Storage 

1-6; 1-4 

1-4 

1-4 

1-5 

1-4 

2-8 

34 
200 mens 
135 wornens 

150 

150 

11 

1 3 

Conference Room 
(General) 

Student Body 
Work Room 

1 

1 

Administrative Lounge 1 

HEALTH 
Nurse's Office 

Examination's 

Recovery 

Toilets 

TEACHERS 
Offices 

Lounge 

1 

1 

2 

4 

39 

4 

2-8 

2-8 

20 

1-3 

1-15 

2 

1-2 

2 each 

30 

37.5 

25 

75 

36 

25 

150 

65 

20 

21 

22 
72 

500 
2 3 

200 21+ 

70 « 

670 

200 

300 

200 

450 

10 

12 

100 25 

250 

250 

300 

500 

100 

200 

300 

260 

2808 

2000 

800 

400 

\h 

1 5 

16 

1 7 

18 

19 



AREA 
No. of 
SPACES 

98 
No. of 
USERS 

s.f. per Subtotal 
USER AREACs.f.) 

Total 
AREACs.f.) 

STUDENTS 
Lockers 2 

LEARNING RESOURCES 

Circulation 1 

Librarian's Office 3 

Reading Area 2 

Magazine Storage 1 

Specialized Research 6 

Book Processing 1 
CLASSROOMS 

ART 
Fine Arts/Crafts 

Art S to rage 

BUSINESS 

Typing 

2 

2 

764 each 

v a r i e s 

1-2 

v a r i e s 

1 

v a r i e s 

1-4 

20 

30 

40 

60 

30 

Shorthand/Gen. 
Business 

Bookkeeping/Acct. 

ENGLISH 

Classroom 

Speech/Drama 

Foreign Language 

Journalism 

Newspaper 

Yearbook 

MATHEMATICS 

Classroom 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

Classroom 

r.nnfprence Rooms 

1 

1 

12 

2 

5 

1 

1 

1 

9 

12 

4 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

1-15 

15 

30 

30 

15 

30 

35 

26.7 

30 

30 

26.7 

26.7 

16 

1804 
2 6 

120 

4500 

150 

28 

29 

3 1 

1200 

90 

3 3 

31+ 

35 

900 

800 

900 

750 

38 

39 

1+0 

800 

800 

240 

1+1+ 

1+ 5 

1+6 

3608 

800 

360 

9000 

3600 

900 

400 

27 

30 

32 

2400 

180 

1800 

900 

1050 

9600 

1800 

3750 

900 

225 

225 

7200 

9600 

960 

36 

37 

1+ 1 

1+2 

k 3 



AREA 
No. of 
SPACES 

99 
No. of 
USERS 

s.f. per Subtotal Total 
USER AREACs.f.) AREACs.f.) 

SCIENCE 

Classroom 

Labs 

Storage 

MUSIC 

Drafting w/storage 

Blue Printing 

Auto. Shop w/storage 

Metal Shop w/storage 

Elec. Repair 
w/storage 

Wood Shop w/storage 

Agriculture w/storage 

Homemaking w/storage 

Classrooms 

Offices 

AUDITORIUM 

Lobby 

Ticketbooth 

Seating & Sound Room 

Stage 

Dressing Rooms 2 

1-2 

varies 

1-3 

750 

varies 

1-6 

30 

30 

Band Rehearsal 

Choir 

Orchestra 

Practice Rooms 

Offices 

Storage 

INDUSTRIAL ARTS 

1 

1 

1 

6 

3 

3 

1-150 

1-100 

1-75 

1-2 

1 

varies 

16 

30 

25 

1-6 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

25 

20 

1-2 

165 

150 

100 

150 

170 

70 

26.7 

480 

900 

270 

1+7 

1+8 

1+9 

56 

100 

53 

51+ 

1750 

3300 

3000 

2000 

3000 

56 

58 

59 

60 

6 1 

1750 

535 

55 

63 

64 

65 

75 
67 

5700 
68 

240 
70 

2880 

3600 

1080 

2400 

1600 

1200 

336 

300 

1560 

1900 

150 

3900 

3400 

2300 

3400 

3400 

3850 

2140 

405 

2000 

150 

6000 

2000 

480 

50 

51 

52 

55 

57 

62 

66 

69 
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AREA 
No. of 
SPACES 

No. of 
USERS 

s.f. per 
USER 

SUBTOTAL 
AREACs.f.) 

TOTAL 
AREACs.f.) 

Costume and Prop. 1 

PHYSICAL ED. 

Gymnasium 2 

Concessions 2 

Lobby 1 

Coache's Office 2 

Health Classroom 1 

Weights 1 

Dressing Rooms 2 

Varsity Lockers 1 

Boy's Showers 1 

Girl's Showers 1 

Laundry 1 

Equipment Storage 2 

Uniform Storage 2 

Racquetball Courts 4 

Racquetball Seating 1 

Pool 1 

OUTDOOR FACILITIES 

Football Field/Track 1 

Baseball Field 

Tennis Courts 

CAFETERIA 

1 

6 

varies 

Seats 
1276 

1-4 

varies 

1-2 

40 

varies 

26.7 

750 capacity 

30 

32 

varies 

varies 

varies 

1-4 

1-114 7 

varies 100 

3000 
spectators 

varies 

1-4 

Kitchen 

Serving Area 

Snack Bar 

Dining w/storage 

1 

1 

2 

1 

30 

varies 

varies 

625 max 

10,400^2 

120^^ 

170 75 

2175 78 

250 8 3 

250 81+ 

80O 85 

780CP 

200 

9375 

9 3 

700^^ 

20,800 

240 

1000^"* 

340 

1068^^ 

500^^ 

4350 

1050^5 

160«° 

3928 1 

200^^ 

500 

500 

3200 

800^^ 

10,100^^ 

102,495°° 

104,700^^ 

46,800 

315C?^ 

308Cf ̂  

400 

987^"* 



AREA 
No. of 
SPACES 

101 
No. of 
USERS 

1-6 boys 
1-4 girls 

1-3 

1-3 

1-3 

s.f. per 
USER 

SUBTOTAL 
AREACs.f.) 

200 boys ^ ̂  
135 girls 

54 5^ 

120 5^ 

150 5« 

TOTAL 
AREACs.f.) 

1875 

1026 

360 

300 

GENERAL 

Toilets 6,5 

Custodian's Closet 19 

Central Storage 3 

Outdoor Storage 2 

Mechanical Room 

Incinerator 1 

Darkroom 2 1-4 100 10 1 

9250 

200 

200 

99 

10 0 
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SUMMARY OF SPACES 

AREA SQUARE FEET 

ADMINISTRATIVE 4 874 
HEALTH '860 
TEACHERS/STUDENTS g 216 
LEARNING RESOURCES 15*060 
CLASSROOMS w/ storage 76*991 
AUDITORIUM 11*330 
INDOOR ATHLETIC FACILITIES 45*200 
CAFETERIA FACILITIES 16,'505 
GENERAL 13*211 

TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET 193J247 

102 
plus 34% circulation, storage and mechanical 

Cnet/gross ratio) 
TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET 258,951 

PARKING 

1 AT 

Students - 300 spaces @ 350 s.f. = 
faculty - IIOIO^ spaces (§ 350 s.f. = 
visitors - 16 spaces (§ 350 s.f. = 
Handicapped - 5 spaces @ 400 s.f. = 
Buses - lÔ *̂ ^ spaces @ 450 s.f. = 

TOTAL PARKING 

Total Area of Site C150 acres) 
less gross building area 
less parking area 

Site remaining after bldg. and parking 6,].52,699 s.f. 

less athletic fields Cw/ seating) 
football/track 102,495 s.f, 
baseball 104,700 s.f. 
tennis courts C6) 46,800 s.f. 

Site remaining after athletic fields 5,898,704 s.f. 

6 

105. 
38. 

5. 
2, 
4. 

122. 

,534, 
258, 
122, 

,000 
,500 
,600 
,000 
,500 
,350 

,000 
,951 
,350 

CO
 

C
O

 
C

O
 

• 
• 

• 

s . 

f 

f 
f 
f 

less 8% landscaping 471,896 s.f, 
less 20% circulation 1,179,741 s.f. 

Land available for expansion 4,247,067 s.f, 
or 97.5 acres 

Site utilized 52.5 acres 
or 2,286,900 s.f, 
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Activity 
Administration 
Guidance 

CO 
•H 

o 

• u 

•rH 

2 

c 
CO 

M 
O 
Ota 

c 
CO 

XJ 
M 
O 

• P > ^ 
• H O 
> CO 

•H > 

O P 
< PH 

o 
CO 
> u 

(U 
CO p 

•u 
c 
o 

•rH 
0 ) CO 
P C 
3 CO 

b t ' O 

CO O 

3 S 

WiTJ 
o 

Teacher Planning 
Circulation 
Learning Resources 
Independent Study 
Art 
Business 
Language 
Music 
Science 
Ind. Arts 
Home Arts 
Physical Development 
Outdoor Socializing 
Dining 
Transportation 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
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SPACE SUMMARY END NOTES 

Experimental evidence; prograituner prefers open first im
pression of entrance into building. 

2 
198 3 Dodge Construction Systems Cost. New York: McGraw-

Hill Information Systems Company, 1983, p. 8. 

^Ibid. 

^Ibid. 

5 Experimental evidence; prefer all file storage of such 
data within same room. 

Experimental evidence; adjacent to Attendance and other 
similar spaces. Open to these spaces visually will ease cramped 
feeling. 

Dodge, P. 8; and experimental evidence; sized by using # 
of boods possibly stored and how many books fit on a shelf 
space, then added aisle space. (Time Saver Standards for 
Building Types, 1980, p. 162.) 

^Ibid. 

q 
Uniform Building Code. Whittier: International Conference 

of Building Officials, 1979. 

Dodge, p. 8. 

11T' -A iDid 

"""̂ Dodge, p. 8; experimental evidence; Secretary services prin
cipal and both assistant principals, therefore requires more room 
for document and file storage. 

13 

Dodge, p. 8. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
"""̂ Dodge, p. 8; experimental evidence; provided extra space 

for more than one work table and ample work space. 

-̂ ÛBC, p. 524. 
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^4bid. 

Dodge, p. 8. 

20^ 
Experimental evidence; 2 beds, 2 side stands, and closet 

space determined room size. 

21 
Robert T. Packard, Ed., Architectural Graphic Standards, 

New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1981. 

22 
John Hancock, Callendar, Ed., Time Saver Standards for 

Building Types. New York: The Kingsport Press, 1980. p. 158. 

23 
Experimental evidence; determined size by eating table 

and chairs, lounging couch and chairs, coffee and end tables, 
and kitchenette with sink and refrigerator. 

24 
Experimental evidence; based on amount of audio/visual 

equipment needed in general area, (value approximated) 

25 
Experimental evidence; same as above. 

^^Time, 1973, p. 168. 

27 
Library Learning Resources Facilities - New & Remodeled. 

Texas Education Agency, June 19 82, p. 16-19. 

Ibid. 

29 

^Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
32.^,.-, Ibid. 

^^Time, 1973, p. 177. 

Experimental evidence; space sized to accommodate lockers, 
shelves, and cabinets with circulation space. 

35 

Dodge, p. 7. 

^^Ibid. 

^"^Ibid. 
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^^Ibid. 

40lbid. 

Ibid. 

"^^Modern School Shop Planning. 7th Ed. revised, Ann Arbor: 
Pracken Publications, Inc., 1982. 

"ibid. 

'̂  Time, p. 160. 

Ibid. 

^^Experimental evidence; room sized for audio/visual projec
tion, small storage closet and a conference table to seat up to 
15 students. 

^^Time, 1973, p. 172-175. 

48ibid. 

^^Ibid. 

Dodge, p. 7. 

^•'•Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 

^•^Time, p. 178. 

"̂̂ UBC, p. 524. 

^ Time, p. 179. 

^^Modern School, p. 169-176. 

"̂̂ Ibid. 

^^Modern School, p. 145-168. 

^^Modern School, p. 207-229. 

^^Modern School, p. 177-192. 
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Experimental evidence; same as above. 

8 2 
Graph, p. 27. 

8 3 
Time, p. 19 2-19 7. 

84^,.-, Ibid. 

8 5 
Dr. Kenneth Penman, "Construction and Maintenance of 

Racquetball Courts," Athletic Purchasing and Equipment, May 
1979, April, 1980, p. 30-40; p. 35-50. 

o c 

Experimental evidence; courts are 20' wide, 4 courts side 
by side equal 80' length and suggested 10' depth stair stepped 
spectator seating. Programmer's experience, steps should be 
2'L X 2 depth with 1' X I ' stairs between each court. 

^"^Graph, p. 41-47 and Time, p. 198-200. 

8 8 
Graph, p. 30. 

8 9 
Graph, p. 31. 

QO 

^ Graph, p. 32. 

^•^Time, p. 187-188. 

^^Ibid. 

^^Experimental evidence; sized by counter and circulation 
demands. 

^"^Time, p. 189. 

95 

UBC, p. 73. 

^^Graph, p. 24. 

Ibid. 

^^Experimental evidence; sized by furnishings needed to 
store appropriate equipment and moveable machinery needed for 
adequote maintenance of grounds. 

^^Experimental evidence; rule of thumb of 5% of floor area 

b ut too excessive, (use 5% of net floor area = 9250 s.f.) 
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Experimental evidence; approximated value by space 
required for incinerator and ample circulation space. Space 
requires location outside by service entry next to cafeteria. 

•"•̂ •̂ Modern School, p. 195-204. 

Dodge, p. 5. 

Gallion, Arthur B., and Simon Eisner. The Urban 
Pattern, New York: D. Van Hostrand Company, 19 80, p. 314 
(one space for every 5 seats). 

Time, p. 174, (programmers preference of 1.5 x # of 
classrooms + 16) 

105 
Graphic Standards, p. 53 

Experimental preference; 
ride the bus therefore 10 busses are needed. 

""•̂ Êxperimental preference; (35% of 1500 students might 



COST ANALYSIS 
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Location: San Angelo, Texas 

Building Type: Secondary; High School 

I. Cost of Building per square foot 
for building type in I983I 

(average to high average estimate) $59'09/s.f. 

Cost per square foot multiplied by 
location adjustment factor .71 

(this factor alters costs for 
materials and labor in a different 
location from the average costs 
indicated.) \ 

Cost per s.f. for San Angelo in 1983= $4l.95/s.f. 

Cost updated by 0.5% inflation^ per 
month to construction midpoint in Jan, I986 x 15% 

Cost per square foot in I986 
at construction midpoint $48.24/s.f. 

II. Total gross square feet of Building 258,951 s.f. 

Multiplied by calculated cost per s.f. $48.24/s.f. 

BUILDING COST ESTIMATE $12.^91.796.00 
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II. SITE DEVELOPMENT COSTS BREAKDOWN^ 

Site preparation 
(1-5?̂  of Building cost) $187,377.00 

Parking 
(13.595 square yards x 6'̂ 0/s.y. )^ $91,087.00 

Sidewalks and Terraces 
{2% of Building Cost) $249,836.00 

Halls and Screens 
(0-5^ of Building Cost) $62,^59.00 

On Site Utilities 
(1% of Building Cost) $12^,918.00 

Storm Drainage 
{1% of Building Cost) $12^,918.00 

Landscaping 
{1.5% of Building Cost) $187,377-00 

Outdoor Lighting 
{1.5% of Building Cost) $187.377.00 

Total Site Cost $1,215,3^9.00 

OUTDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES 

Tennis Courts (6) 
($21,000 each w/additional $5,500 for 
lighting)© $159,000.00 

Racquetball Courts (4) 
($30,000 each)7 added here due to 
no estimate within Building cost estimate 
value $120,000.00 
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Outdoor Equipment 

Aluminum bleachers - (total seating 
capacity - 1,000) ($3500.00 each -
15' lengths, 10 rows - seats 100)8 $35,000.00 

Baseball Backstop $2.525.00 

Outdoor Equipment Cost $316.525.00 

Total Site Development Costs $1,531,87^.00 

IV. Fixed Equipment^ 
{8% of Building Cost) $999.3^^.00 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $15.023.014.00 

10 
V. Moveable Equipment 

{8% of Building Cost) $999,344.00 
11 Professional Fees 

{6% of Total Construction) $901,381.00 
12 Contingencies 

(10?S of Total Construction) $1,502,301.00 

13 Administrative Costs ^ 
{1% of Total Construction) $150,230.00 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUIRED $18.576.270.00 
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Work Schedule Timetable 

Programming 
Architects 
selection Design & Construction 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1984 

Construction 
Contractor midpoint 
bidding Construction starts 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1985 

Ready for 
Occupancy 

Paving and School open 
Landscaping completed to students 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1986 
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COST ANALYSIS - ENDNOTES 

•1 

1983 Dodge Construction Systems Cost. New York: McGraw 
Hill Information Systems Company, I983, p.31. 

^Ibid. p.163. 

^Current Engineering News Record. 1982, 1983, indicating 
trends. 

4 
Pena William M., Problem Seeking, p. 114. 

-'Phone Conversation with Kerr Construction Co., Lubbock, 
for 6" crushed caliche and 1 1/2" Type D Hot mix @ $6.70 a 
square yard excluding any curb costs. May 31, 1984. 

Phone conversation with Arrtco Tennis Systems, Inc., 
approximate estimate of $21,000.00 for each court and 
$5,500.00 for lighting each court, May 31. 1984. 

'̂ Ibid. , approximate construction cost of $25,000.00 to 
$30,000.00 each for Racquetball courts. 

o 
Phone conversation with Architectural firm of Ford, 

Trevor & Associates, Architects. Lubbock, May 31, 1984. 

9Pena, 

lOibid 

lllbid 

12ibid 

13ibid 

P-

. P-

P-

P-

- P-

104. 

105-

105. 

105. 

105. 
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DETAILED SPACE L I S T # 1 

TITLE: F o y e r / E n t r a n c e Lobby 

SQUARE FEET; 450 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; va r i e s 

ACTIVITIES: A space for en te r ing and e x i t i n g the main entrance t o the f a c i l i 
ty . Other a c t i v i t i e s include wai t ing , lounging, reading magazines, conversing, 
and looking around in the sea t ing a rea . Adjacent to Attendance area . Exterior 
view d e s i r a b l e . Small coat c l o s e t within space. 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; Acoust ica l , 15 min. 

WALLS; Acoust ica l , or carpeted, graphics de s i r ab l e . 

FLOOR; Durable carpet i n wai t ing, s i t t i n g area . Res i t i en t , or 
ceramic t i l e i n main t r a f f i c pa th . 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 F.C. - general l i g h t i n g ; 150 F.C. for t rack l igh t ing on 
graphics along perimeter wa l l s . 

** ACOUSTICS; Sound absorbing, S1C-45 

*** MECHANICAL; H\AC system with 15 cuft/min per occxpant; fire alarm 
system, sprinkler system; sound system for listening 
enjoyment. 

FURNISHINGS: Lounge sofa, single seats, side tables, magazine rack. 

EQUIPMENT: 1 water fountain, convenient electrical outlets every 9'. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #2 

TITLE; Attendance Office 

SQUARE FEET; 344 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 2-5 

ACTIVITIES; keep attendance data, issue absent excuses, greet 
visitors; general information about curriculum., 
teachers, procedures. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; Acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; Acoustical, cleanable, colorful 

FLOOR; Durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 F.C. - 70 F.C, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; sound absorption, STC-40, adjacent to lobby and 
entrance 

MECHANICAL; Normal 

FURNISHINGS; two desks, work table, 4 drawer file cabinet, typing 
table, built-in counter with drawer and cabinet 
storage on clerk side 

EQUIPMENT; typewriter, fire alarm system, smoke detectors, 
intercom 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#3 

TITLE; Registrar's Office 

SQUARE FEET; 200 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-2 

ACTIVITIES; keeper of records of student admissions and money 
collections. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; Acoustical panels, 10' or more 

WALLS; Panels (acoustic), cleanable, colorful 

FLOOR; Durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

• LIGHTING; 30 F.C. - 70 F.C, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; minimum noise transmission, STC-40, adjacent to 
attendance office 

MECHANICAL; Normal 

FURNISHINGS; typing table, drawer files, single desk and chair, 
cabinets under counter 

EQUIPMENT; typewriter, copym.achine, fire alarm system, smoke 
detector, intercom 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#4 

TITLE; Business Office 

SQUARE FEET; 140 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-4 

ACTIVITIES; handle all business transactions of school, receipts, 
payments, etc.; adjacent to Attendance and Regis-' 
trar's Offices. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, washable, colorful 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 F.C. - 70 F.C, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; minimmn noise transmission for privacy, STC-40 

MECHANICAL; Normal 

FURNISHINGS; single pedestal desk, 4 chairs, typewriter stand, 
file cabinet, shelves 

EQUIPMENT; typewriter, intercom, fire alarm system, smoke 
detectors. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #5 

TITLE: Computer Data Office 

SQUARE FEET; 300 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-2 

ACTIVITIES; process student records, attendance and grade report
ing; all information on students and courses are 
accessed from this area, adjacent to attendance. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, 

FLOOR; raised platform for underfloor wiring, carpeted 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 F.C - 70 F.C general lighting, variable 
control 

** ACOUSTICS;absorb noise of keypunch, STC-45 

MECHANICAL: extra ventilation required for heat dissipation 
of machines 

FURNISHINGS; sorter and associated storage cabinets, two single 
pedestal desks, 2 sitting chairs, adjustable lights, 

EQUIPMENT; keypunch, collator, computer keyboards and terminals, 
sprinkler system, fire alarm system, smoke detector, 
fire extinguisher, intercom, telephone, computer 
printer 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#6 

TITLE: Public Address Room 

SQUARE FEET; 50 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1 

ACTIVITIES; sort and route teleplione calls, make announcements 
to classrooms, general information; adjacent to 
Attendance Office. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; attractive, acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS: acoustical, washable, colorful 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - general lighting 

** ACOUSTICS; minimum noise transmission, no distraction, 
STC-50 

*** MECHANICAL; extra ventilation required to dissipate 
equipment heat 

FURNISHINGS; single pedestal desk, chair, auxiliary lighting 
(if needed), file cabinet, shelves 

EQUIPMENT: telephone switchboard, intercom, computer terminal, 
fire alarm system, smoke detectors 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #7 

TITLE; Textbook Storage 

SQUARE FEET: 200 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-2 

ACTIVITIES; storage of textbooks, lab manuals, and other materials 
used by faculty. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 50 f.c, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; minimum noise transmission, STC-40 

*** MECHANICAL; normal ventilation 

FURNISHINGS; bookshelves, pedestal desk, chair, locking cabinets 

EQUIPMENT; 1 computer keyboard and monitor, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #8 

TITLE; Money Vault 

SQUARE FEET; 70 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACESs 

NUMBER OF USERS; 

ACTIVITIES; secure valuables of the school; money, records, etc 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 

CEILING; Acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; Acoustical, washable, colorful 

FLOOR; Durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - general lighting 

ACOUSTICS; 

MECHANICAL; ventilation 

FURNISHINGS; cabinets, shelves 

EQUIPMENT; sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #9 

TITLE: Public Restrooms 

SQUARE FEET: 200 mens, 135 ladies (670) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 2 of each (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-6 mens; 1-4 ladies 

ACTIVITIES: Personal hygiene (2 located in main lobby, 2 
located in theatre lobby) 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: Acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS: Tile, washable 

FLOOR: Tile with floor drain 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING: 30 f.c. - general lighting; 70 f.c. - sink 
activities, natural light encouraged. 

ACOUSTICS: Privacy required 

*** MECHANICAL: HVAC system, no return air grille, exhause 
ventilation to exterior required. 

FURNISHINGS; Toilet paper dispensers, mirrors, soap dispensers, 
coat hooks. 

EQUIPMENT: Smoke detectors, 
men's - 2 water closets, 4 urinals, 3 lavatories 
ladies - 4 water closets, 2 lavatories 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #10 

TITLE; Principal's Office 

SQUARE FEET; 200 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-4 

ACTIVITIES; Administrative, instigator of academic affairs 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; Acoustic and aesthetic 

WALLS; Display panels, acoustical, color appropriate 

FLOOR; Carpet-durable 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING: 30 f.c. - general lighting, natural light 
desired 

** ACOUSTICS: Private, STC-50 

MECHANICAL; Normal 

FUP^ISHINGS: Desk, chair, book shelves, 2 quest chairs, file 
cabinet, coat closet 

EQUIPMENT; Telephone, intercom, smoke detector, fire alarm 
system, electrical outlets on all walls (9' max. 
spacing) 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#11 

TITLE; Assistant Principal's Office 

SQUARE FEET; 150 (300) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-4 

ACTIVITIES; serve as office for assistant principal and the 
administration of his various duties 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; Acoustic and aesthetic, 10' or more 

WALLS; Display panels, acoustical, color appropriate 

FLOOR; Durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - general lighting, natural light 
desirable 

** ACOUSTICS; minimum noise transmission, STC-50 

MECHANICAL: Normal 

FURNISHINGS; per office 

1) double pedestal desk and chair 2) 2 visitor chairs 
3) 2 drawer file cabinet 4) waiting area with eight 
chairs for both offices adjacent 

EQUIPMENT;fire alarm system, smoke detector, telephone, intercom, 
electrical outlets at 9' maximum spacing. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #12 

TITLE; Principal's Secretary 

SQUARE FEET; 200 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-5 

ACTIVITIES; Reception, information, filing, typing, records use, 
answering telephone, scheduling meetings 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: Acoustic, attractive, 10' or more 

WALLS; Display panels, acoustical, color desired 

PLOOR; Durable carpet, raised for underfloor wiring space 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 100 f.c, variable control, natural 
light desired. 

** ACOUSTICS; Open to lobby, adjacent principal's office, 
STC-50 

MECHANICAL; Normal 

FURNISHINGS; Public counter, 2 desks, chairs, files 

EQUIPMENT; Typewriter, telephone (2), intercom, computer terminal, 
fire alarm system, smoke detectors. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#13 

TITLE; Guidance Counselor 

SQUARE FEET; 150 (450) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (3 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-4 

ACTIVITIES; Administrative, counseling of students for academic 
or personal reasons. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: Acoustical-attractive, 10' or more 

WALLS: Display panels, acoustical, colorful 

FLOOR; Durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - general lighting 

** ACOUSTICS: Private, STC-45 

MECHANICAL; Normal 

FURNISHINGS; Desk, chair, 2 side chairs, book shelves 

EQUIPMENT; Telephone, intercom, fire alary system, smoke 
detector. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#14 

TITLE; Counseling Conference Room 

SQUARE FEET; 250 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: 2-8 

ACTIVITIES; Group discussions and interaction between counselors, 
students, and teachers. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; Acoustic panels, 10' or more 

WALLS; Display panels, acoustical, colorful 

FLOOR; Carpet-durable, stain resistent 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, - general lighting, variable 
control 

** ACOUSTICS; Private, STC-45 

MECHANICAL: Normal 

FURNISHINGS; Conference table, 10 stacking or folding chairs, 
display shelves. 

EQUIPMENT; Chalkboard, projection screen, fire alarm system, 
smoke detectors, tack board, track lighting at 
150 f.c. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #15 

TITLE; Conference Room 

SQUARE FEET: 250 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: 2-8 

ACTIVITIES; General meetings and group discussions between 
administrative personnel or others. Used mostly 
by principal and assistant principal. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, washable, aesthetically attractive 

durable, stain-resistant carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; privacy required, STC-45 

MECHANICAL: normal ventilation 

FURNISHINGS; Conference table, 8-10 chairs, display shelves 

EQUIPMENT; Chalkborad, tackboard, projection screen, smoke 
detectors, track lighting at 150 f.c. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#16 

TITLE; Student-Body Work Room 

SQUARE FEET; 300 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 2-8 

ACTIVITIES; Group meetings and discussions of student political 
affairs by Student-Body Council 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, washable, colorful 

FLOOR; durable carpet, stain-resistant 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

• LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; privacy required, STC-45 

MECHANICAL: normal ventilation 

FURNISHINGS; 2 Conference tables, 8-10 stacking chairs, 1 
storage cabinet 

EQUIPMENT' Chalkboard, tackboard, projection screen, smoke 
detector, track lighting at 150 f.c. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #17 

TITLE; Administrative Lounge 

SQUARE FEET; 500 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 or more 

ACTIVITIES; The space where administrative personnel can relax 
and enjoy; conversation, lounging, eating lunch, 
snacking, or just plain taking a break. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 15' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, washable wallpaper or vinyl; splash-
guard at counter-space. 

FLOOR; durable carpet; tile at counter-top 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control; natural 
illumination desirable as well as exterior view 

** ACOUSTICS: privacy desired, STC-45 

*** MECHANICAL; normal ventilation; exhaust vent over counter-
top required 

FURNISHINGS: Couch and chairs for 20 users, small kitchenette, 
end tables, coffee table, graphics, mail boxes for 
teachers mail, dining tables 

EQUIPMENT; Coffee maker, sink, small under-counter refrigerator, 
microwave oven, sprinkler system, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#18 

TITLE; Nurse's Office 

SQUARE FEET; 100 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-3 

ACTIVITIES; The school nurses work space for writing reports on 
shots, accidents, illness, etc.. Nurse keeps files 
and records of medical history on any student going 
through her office. Adjacent to exam room. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical; vinyl, washable 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING: 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control 

** 
ACOUSTICS; privacy from administrative hall, STC-45 

MECHANICAL: normal ventilation, fire alarm system, 
sprinkler system 

FURNISHINGS; desk, terminal desk, chair, 2 side chairs, file 
cabinet, shelves 

EQUIPMENT; telephone, intercom, smoke detectors, computer 
terminal setup 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #19 

TITLE; Examination Room 

SQUARE FEET; 200 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-15 

ACTIVITIES; The waiting and exam.ining of students requiring some 
type of medical treatment treatable by the school 
nurse. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; vinyl, washable, colorful 

FLOOR; vinyl or resilient tile, or similar, floor drain 
(to the side desired) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c - variable control; 70 f.c. 
for sink activities 

** ACOUSTICS; privacy required, STC-45 

MECHANICAL: normal ventilation; sprinkler system 

FURNISHINGS; work counter with sink, moveable partition, storage 

cabinets and shelves, 10 waiting chairs, 2 cots. 

EQUIPMENT; Medicine, charts, weighing scales, small chalkboard 
and tackboard, all other medical equipment needed 
by nurse, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#20 

TITLE; Recovery Rooms 

SQUARE FEET; 150 (300) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 2 each 

ACTIVITIES; Area for ill person to lie dov/n on a bed and relax, 
or sleep and recover from infliction. Toilets 
adjacent. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' 

WALLS; acoustical, vinyl or v/allpaper treatment, 
washable, colorful 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 10 f.c. - 30 f.c, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; privacy required, STC-50 

MECHANICAL: normal ventilation, sprinkler system, electrical 
outlets at each side stand location 

FURNISHINGS: 2 beds, 2 side stands, 2 chairs, 1 closet (with 
shelves) 

EQUIPMENT; table lamps, smoke detectors 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#21 

TITLE; 2 Person Toilet Facilities 

SQUARE FEET; 65(260) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-2 

ACTIVITIES; personal hygiene; v/ashing hands, etc. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' 

WALLS; tile, cleanable; some natural lighting preferred 

FLOOR; vinyl, tile-ceramic or similar with floor drains 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - general lighting 

** ACOUSTICS; 2 adjacent to administrative; 2 adjacent to 
nurse's examination and relaxation areas, 
visual privacy for entry. 

*** MECHANICAL: ventilation fans to exterior, no return air 
ducts from these spaces. 

FUP^NISHINGS; toliet paper dispensers, mirrors, soap dispensers, 
hand dryers, trash container 

EQUIPMENT; mens - 1 w.c, 1 urinal, 1 lavatory 
womens - 2 w.c, 1 lavatory 
smoke detectors 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#22 

TITLE: Teacher Offices 

SQUARE FEET; 72 (2808) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (39 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 2 each 

ACTIVITIES; Teacher v/ork desk for preparing class activities, 
grading papers, keeping records, and relaxing. 
Adjacent to main class areas teaching in. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' 

WALLS; acoustical, vinyl or similar, color important, 
view of classroom by means of glass divider 
desirable. 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; semi-privacy, STC-45 

*** MECHANICAL; normal ventilation; minimum of 2 or 3 
electrical outlets at each teachers desk area. 

FURNISHINGS; desk, chair, filing cabinet, shelves, visitors seat 

EQUIPMENT; telephone, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#23 

TITLE; Teacher Lounge 

SQUARE FEET; 500 (2000) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 each 

ACTIVITIES; Lounge space where teachers can enjoy eating lunch, 
relaxing, having a soft drink or cup of coffee. 
View of outdoors is desirable. Should be centrally 
located for common convenience to all teachers. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 15' 

WALLS; acoustical, washable, wallpaper or vinyl; 
splashguard at kitchen counter-top 

FLOOR; durable carpet, stain resistant; tile in 
immediate kitchen area 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control; natural 
illumination desireable 

** ACOUSTICS; privacy desired, STC-45 

*** MECHANICAL: normal ventilation; exhaust vent over counter 

FURNISHINGS; Couch and chairs, coffee and end tables, kitchenette 
with sink, teacher mail boxes, dining tables 

EQUIPMENT; Microwave oven, under-counter refrigerator, 
coffee maker, smoke detector, sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #24 

TITLE; Audio/Visual Storage 

SQUARE FEET: 200 (800) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 4 (total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES: Storage space for all audio/visual equipment used 
for the instruction of classes by media such as: 
overhead projector, movie projector, slide presenta
tion, opaque projector, and any other equipment. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 15' or more, acoustical 

WALLS: Painted block suggested or any durable surface. 

FLOOR: Durable carpet or resitient tile. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 50 f.c - general illumination 

** ACOUSTICS: STC - 45, adjacent to central teaching modes 
for ease of access. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal HVAC ventilation, electrical outlets 
at entry for testing equipment. 

FURNISHINGS: shelves (ceiling high) with locking cabinets. 

EQUIPMENT; smoke detector, sprinkler system, fire extinguisher, 
step chair. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #25 

TITLE: Materials Storage 

SQUARE FEET: 100 (400) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 

ACTIVITIES: Storage of perishable paper products, acetate 
(for overhead projectors), books used for re-
fer-ence, and any film stored by the school. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 15' or more, acoustical 

WALLS: Painted block or other durable material 

FLOOR: Durable carpet or resilient tile. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING: 50 f.c. - general lighting 

** ACOUSTICS: STC-45, adjacent directly to (if not within the 
same space as) audio/visual storage. 

MECHANICAL: normal HVAC ventilation 

FURNISHINGS: shelves and cabinets with a locking system, 
small desk with chair. 

EQUIPMENT: smoke detector, sprinkler system, fire extinguisher, 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #26 

TITLE; Student Lockers 

SQUARE FEET; 1804 (3608) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; can be broken down into smaller areas 
(2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 764 each 

ACTIVITIES; storage of students books, coats, and personal belong
ings. Should be easily accessible to majority of 
classrooms. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' or higher 

WALLS; acoustical, vinyl, washable - where lockers do not 
cover 

FLOOR; resilient tile in main traffic areas; carpet in 
locker space; elevated locker base required for 
easy maintenance. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 50 f.c. - general illumination 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-55, high sound reduction needed; some 
security supervision needed 

*** MECHANICAL: normal ventilation; 15 cuft/min per user 

FURNISHINGS; 764 student lockers with combination locks at 
(12" X 12" X 36") 

EQUIPMENT; fire alarm system, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST ^27 

TITLE; CIRCULATION 

SQUARE FEET; 800 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; varies 

ACTIVITIES; This includes space for circulation desk, displays, 
copy equipment, card catalog, and periodical indexes 
near desired materials. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; 10' or more; Acoustical 

WALLS; for display; acoustical; durable surfaces 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. for check in and out, and catalogs 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-48; quiet space preferred 

*** MECHANICAL: STC-50; low noise preferred 

FURNISHINGS: circulation desk, copy equipment, card catalogs 

magazine racks 

EQUIPMENT; Book security system, smoke detector, telephone 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST ^̂ 28 

TITLE; LIBRARIANS OFFICE 

SQUARE FEET; 120 (360) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (3 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-2 

ACTIVITIES; Administrative; workspace for librarian for review, 
conference, ect... and should have glass panels for 
supervising activities. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; Acoustical, 8' 

MKLL^ acoustical 

FLOOR; Carpet (durable) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. for reading 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-38 Normal privacy, acoustical 

MECHANICAL: Normal noise reduction of library equipment 

FURNISHINGS; work station; chair, shelves, type table 

EQUIPMENT; telephone, intercom, typewriter, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #29 

TITLE; READING AREA 

SQUARE FEET; 4500 (9000) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; varies 

ACTIVITIES; brousing; lounging; carrels wired for viewing and 
listening; traffic around circulation desk catalog, 
stacks, vertical files, & other free standing or 
moveable equipment 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 10 feet or more; acoustical; create interest 

WALLS; moveable ; acoustically treatment; graphics; display 

FLOOR; tile entry (resilient)with durable carpet for re
duction of noise. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; yQ f.c. for reading; 30 f.c. for stacks; 100 f.c 
for card catalogs 

** ACOUSTICS; STC 48 for good sound isolation; space must be 
quiet 

*** MECHANICAL: noise levels must be low; STC-50 recommended 

FURNISHINGS; reading carrels, chairs, tables, book stacks, ver
tical files, catalog 

EQUIPMENT; copy machines, audio/visual aids, telephones, smoke 
detectors 
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DETAILED SPACE T.TST #30 

TITLE; MAGAZINE STORAGE 

SQUARE FEET; 3600 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1 

ACTIVITIES; storage of books & magazines 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustics 

WALLS; acoustics 

FLOOR; vinyl tile 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. for light identification of book titles 

** ACOUSTICS: private; minimal 

MECHANICAL: Normal, no special consideration 

FURNISHINGS;' shelves 

EQUIPMENT; Audio/visual equipment, smoke detector, microform 
readers 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #31 

TITLE; SPECIALIZED RESEARCH ROOMS 

SQUARE FEET; 150 (900) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (6 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES; Small group viewing or listening; conferences; small 
class lectures. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; Acoustical, 8' or more 

WALLS; Acoustical treatment; adequate electrical outlets 

FLOOR: carpet-durable 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. for reading; dimmer switch needed 

** ACOUSTICS: private with Normal STC-40 sound isolation re
quirement 

MECHANICAL: Normal 

FURNISHINGS; moveable partitions,conference table, 
work tables, chairs 

EQUIPMENT; automatic sprinkler system, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #32 

TITLE; BOOK PROCESSING 

SQUARE FEET; 400 

NUMBER OF LIKE SVAC^^.. 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-4 

ACTIVITIES; repair of books; review; storage 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 8' or more; acoustical 

WALLS; acoustical 

FLOOR: resilient vinyl tile 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c.-book repair and binding 

** ACOUSTICS; STC 38-normal sound isolation from other areas 

*** MECHANICAL: STC-40-Normal 

FURNISHINGS; work table (18-24 inches deep) vinyl top with work 
type sink, storage cabinets with drawers,shelving 
above counter^, chairs 

EQUIPMENT; Book binders, smoke detector 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #33 

TITLE; FINE ARTS/and CRAFTS 

SQUARE FEET; 1200 (2400) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 30 

ACTIVITIES; All handcrafted art, constructing, drawing, designing, 
working together to produce visually pleasing art 
work. (darkroom adjacent space with own rest room 
for art area) 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical and stain resistant, with chalkboards 

FLOOR; capable of resisting stains; maple hardwood, rubber-
asphalt, vinyl asbestos, or vinyl tile work well 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 100 f.c. for detailed drawing with northrtly nat
ural illumination desireable + 30 f.c. 

** ACOUSTICS; absorb sound, STC-38 

*** MECHANICAL: vented, normal noise level acceptable 

FURNISHINGS; tables & tools (30), kilns, clay trapping floor 

drains, lockers, shelves, chalkboards 

EQUIPMENT; kilns, power tools, projectors, screens, paper 
cutters, dark room equipment, smoke detectors, 
automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #34 

TITLE: ART STORAGE 

SQUARE FEET: 90 (180) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 t o t a l ) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 

ACTIVITIES; s t o r a g e for m a t e r i a l s and p r o j e c t s 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' 

WALLS; acoustical, durable 

FLOOR; resistant to stains 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. 

** ACOUSTICS; normal- adjacent to main room 

MECHANICAL: normal 

FURNISHINGS; shelves for glazes, silk-screen frames, lockable 
cabinets, tool pegboard. 

EQUIPMENT; smoke detectors 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #35 

TITLE; TYPING 

SQUARE FEET; 900 (1800) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 30 max. 

ACTIVITIES; Typing skills achieved through lecture, reading, 
copy work, and practice. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustically treated 

WALLS; acoustical, some chalkboards 

FLOOR; should be raised with electrical outlets, underfloor 
is all space for wiring. Should be one floor outlet 
per work station, carpeting 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; standard; 100 f.c. recomended, natural lighting 
(if any) form right side of typing machine 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-40 for typing noise reduction 

MECHANICAL: Normal 

FURNISHINGS; 30 typing stations, chairs, cabinets, shelves, 
closets, sink, work counters 

EQUIPMENT; copy equipment, type writers, timer, charts, smoke 
detectors , automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #36 

TITLE; SHORTHAND/GENERAL BUSINESS 

SQUARE FEET; 900 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES» 

NUMBER OF USERS; 30 

ACTIVITIES: lecture, learning shorthand, and business pro
cedures pertinent to everyday transactions. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustically treated 

WALLS: acoustical, chalkboards 

FLOOR; raised for underfloor wiring, electrical outlet 
at each station, carpeting. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; IQO f.c. 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-40 for noise reduction; private 

MECHANICAL: normal 

FURNISHINGS; typing stations, chairs,listening outlets, supply 
cabinet. 

EQUIPMENT: one 30 station multi-channel listening station, 
chalkboards, smoke detectors, automatic sprinkler 
system 
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DETAILED SPACE T.TRT #37 

TITLE; BOOKKEEPING/ACCOUNTING 

SQUARE FEET: 1050 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: 30 

ACTIVITIES; teach students adequate skills in bookkeeping 
and accounting for future job placement. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 8' or more. 

WALLS; acoustically treated, chalkboards. 

FLOOR; raised for underfloor wiring, electrical outlets 
at each station, carpeting. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

LIGHTING; IQO f.c. for difficult tasks 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-40, privacy. 

MECHANICAL: normal. 

FURNISHINGS; 30 work stations, machine stations, locker 
for storage, supply storage, locker cabinets 

EQUIPMENT; typewriters, chalkboards, smoke detectors 
automatic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #38 

TITLE; CLASSROOM (General) 

SQUARE FEET: 800 (9600) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (12 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 30 

ACTIVITIES; lecture to students and listening by students 
(teacher work station adjacent). 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more. 

WALLS: acoustical, stain resistant and durable. 

FLOOR; vinyl tile or other durable surfaces; durable 
carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. general lighting; track lighting on 
chalkboards 150 f.c. . 

** ACOUSTICS: normal, STC-40. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, electrical outlets every 9' or one 
on every wall. 

FURNISHINGS; 30 student desks, teacher's desk, chair storage 
cabinets, shelves, chalkboards, solid(high STC) 
classroom door, resource shelves for teachers 
reference books. 

EQUIPMENT: smoke detectors, automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #39 

TITLE: Speech and Drama 

SQUARE FEET: 900 (1800 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 30 

ACTIVITIES: Rooms function as an instructiona, rehearsol, and 
performance area as well as a workshop for scene construction 
and painting. Adjacent to auditorium to share existing facilities 
(ticket sales, toilets, stage, and parking space). Proximity 
to industrial arts, home arts, music and fine arts areas may 
be desirable if a working relationship can be established.*G-11 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustical, high - 15' or more, small light 
grid 

WALLS: use acoustical partitions for flexibility, 
acoustical permanent walls 

FLOOR: 2" x 6" yellow pine, toungue in groove, set 
up sleepers to allow give 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING: multiple levels for realistic dramatic 
experience, 20 f.c. normal 

*• ACOUSTICS: STC-45, room should avoid square or 
rectangular shape 

*** MECHANICAL: quiet venting, room should be isolated away 
from mechanical space. 

FURNISHINGS: folding padded chairs, adequate electrical outlets 
for power tool use and auxiliary light fixtures, 
stage, podium. 

EQUIPMENT: recording/playback equipment, microphones, loud 
speakers, record player, smoke detectors. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #40 

TITLE; FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

SQUARE FEET; 750 (3750) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (5 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 30 

ACTIVITIES; the learning, speaking writing of foreign lan
guages. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, washable and durable, possibly 
moveable partitions, adjacent to other class
rooms . 

FLOOR; vinyl tile-resilient or durable carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. pencil writing readable. 

** ACOUSTICS; high, STC-45, to hear speaker clearly and 
uninterrupted. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal with sound attenuators in ducts. 

FURNISHINGS; 30 desks, chairs, teacher instructional table, 
shelves; tackboard, chalkboard, 5 headphone 
carrels for private study.. 

EQUIPMENT: instructional tapes; recorder, headphones, smoke 
detector. automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #41 

TITLE; JOURNALISM CLASSROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 900 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: 30 

ACTIVITIES; to teach students journalism and printing tech
niques through lecture, seminar, and hands on 
experience, adjacent to darkroom, newspaper room, 
and yearbook room. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; acoustical, 8' or more 

WALLS: acoustical, stain resistant, adequate elec
trical outlets for machinery,some moveable 
partitions for flexibility. 

FLOOR; vinyl tile-resilient or durable carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 7Q f.c. general classroom illumination. 

** ACOUSTICS: normal, STC-40 for classrooms, adjacent to 
classrooms. 

MECHANICAL: normal. 

FURNISHINGS: 30 students desks, 8 typewriter desks, storage 
cabinets(securable), desk, chair, sink, layout 
table (3'X8'), chalkboard. 

EQUIPMENT; projection screen, 8 typewriters, copy machine, 
smoke detector, automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #42 

TITLE; NEWSPAPER ROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 225 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-15 

ACTIVITIES; coordination and production of school newspaper, 
adjacent to yearbook room and darkroom. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustical, 8' or more. 

WALLS; acoustical, stain resistant, colorful 

PT̂ QQR. must resist ink stains, vinyl asbestor 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; variable 100-30 f.c 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-40, normal; some sound isolation from 
lecture areas preferrable. 

***MECHANICAL: normal, sound attenuators in ducts. 

FURNISHINGS: 2 file cabinets, desk, 16 chairs, cabinets 
and shelves (built in) layout table(3'X6') 

EQUIPMENT; telephone, copy machine, smoke detector. auto
matic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #4 3 

TITLE; YEARBOOK STAFF ROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 225 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 15 

ACTIVITIES: coordination and production of school annual, 
adjacent to newsroom and darkroom. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustical, 8' or more 

WALLS: acoustical, colorful, and stain resistant. 

FXJOOR; vinyl asbestor, resistant to ink, chemical stains 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c; 100-30 f,c, variable. 

** ACOUSTICS: STC-40, normal, noise adjacent, other print-
ing copying areas. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, sound attenuators in ducts. 

FURNISHINGS; 2 file cabinets, sink, 16 chairs, desk, layout 
table (3'X6'), shelves. 

EQUIPMENT; telephone, store newspaper room copier, smoke 
detectors, layout grid, automatic sprinkler 
system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #44 

TITLE; MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 800 (7200) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (9 total) 

NUMBER OP USERS: 30 

ACTIVITIES: the instruction of basic mathematics taught at 
high school levels, (courses taught are: fund
amentals of math, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
and calculus). 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustical, 8' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, long wear material, washable 

FLOOR; vinyl tile-resilient or durable carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

•LIGHTING: -JQ f.c., reading pencil writing, natural 
lighting. 

** ACOUSTICS; normal, STC-40. 

MECHANICAL: normal 

FURNISHINGS; 30 student desks, chair,desk, shelves, chalk-
boards, tackboards. 

EQUIPMENT: smoke detectors , automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #45 

TITLE; SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSROOMS 

SQUARE FEET; 800(9600) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (12 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 30 

ACTIVITIES; to teach students American and world history, 
geography, and government. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more. 

WALLS; acoustical, durable, washable surfaces. 

FLOOR; vinyl tile or durable carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. for general lectures, natural light, 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-45, moderate quiet preferred, provide 
high STC doors. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, sound attenuator in ducts. 

FURNISHINGS; 30 student desks, desk, chair, chalkboards, 
tack boards, shelves, storage cabinet. 

EQUIPMENT: smoke detectors, automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #46 

TITLE: CONFERENCE ROOMS 

SQUARE FEET: 240(96o) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 15 max. each 

ACTIVITIES; to hold group discussions about topics and 
create a more personal and verbal environment in which 
students will interact better with each other, can be 
centrally located for access to all disciplines. 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 8'. 

WALLS; display panels, acoustical, chalkboards, 
tack boards, moveable partitions. 

FLOOR; vinyl tile-resilient. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c.-70 f.c, adjustable light switch. 

•* ACOUSTICS; STC-45, for quiet environment. 

*•* MECHANICAL: normal with sound attenuators in ducts. 

FURNISHINGS; conference table with 15 chairs, chalkboards, 
tack boards, storage closet. 

EQUIPMENT; audio/visual equipment in storage area, smoke 
detectors, automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #47 

TITLE; SCIENCES LECTURE (Physics-1; Biology-2; Chemistry-1; 
Physical Science-2) 

SQUARE FEET; 480 (2880) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (6 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 30 

ACTIVITIES; to lecture to students the theories and formulas 
of the branch of science being taught, (physical 
science, biology, chemistry, and physics), ad
jacent to laboratories, storage, and outdoors. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; acoustical, 10'. 

WALLS; acoustical; chemical resistant and non-stainable. 

Fî QQR. a non-stainable flooring material; vinyl asbestos 
tile. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. difficult task lighting, 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-40, normal 

MECHANICAL: normal. 

FURNISHINGS; student desks, demonstration table with sink, 
and gas outlets, chalkboard, electrical outlets, 
compressed air outlet. 

EQUIPMENT: all experiment oriented equipment, projector 
screen, smoke detectors., automatic sprinkler 
system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #48 

TITLE: SCIENCE LABORATORIES(Physics-1,Biology-2,Chemistry-1) 

SQUARE FEET; 900 (3600) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 30 max. 

ACTIVITIES; To allow for "hands-on" experience by students 
of natural phenomenon in the world of science 
and nature. Space required for demonstations, 
observations, aquariums, and terrariums. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' or more, stainless steel 
hood vents over experiment tables. 

WALLS: resistant to chemicals, tile, durable, washable 

FLOOR; vinyl asbestos,treated tile, stain resistant 
surface, floor drains. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

• LIGHTING; 100 f . c .-difficult tasks 

** ACOUSTICS: normal noise levels, STC-40 

• ••MECHANICAL: acid-proof duplex sinks, hot & cold 
water with gooseneck faucets; gas- eletricity 

running 

FURNISHINGS; 

EQUIPMENT; 

-compressed air outlets at work tables, fume 
hoods with exhaust to the outside. 

" 5 experimental tables with all accessories 
described for each lab, storage cabinets and 
shelves, chalkboards, tackboards. window shades 

Power switches on tables, main gas supply shut-
off switch, all experiment oriented equipment, 
projection screen, smoke detectors, fire extinguishers 
first-aid kits, sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #49 

TITLE: SCIENCE STORAGE(Physics-l, Biology-2, Chemistry-1) 

SQUARE FEET; 270(1080) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 

ACTIVITIES: to adequately store equipment used for experiments 
and to store specimens and chemicals, must have 
security precautions to prevent vandalism. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; acoustical. 

WALLS; acoustical, resist chemicals. 

FLOOR: chemically treated resilient flooring, hard con
crete with floor drains. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 10 f.c.-30 f.c. general task illumination, 

** ACOUSTICS; normal, STC-40. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, ventilated; adequate electrical 
outlets. 

FIJRNTSHTNGS; shelves, cabinets with acid resistant table types 

EQUIPMENT; all equipment needed for experimentation, 
smoke detectors, fire extinguisher. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #50 

TITLE; BAND REHEARSAL ROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 2400 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-150 

ACTIVITIES; rehearsal space for entire band to receive viable 
quality feedback of musicians sound reproductions, 
adjacent practice field, adjacent to other musi
cal rooms, practice rooms, and storage rooms. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, variable height, 14-18 feet. 

WALLS; acoustical, durable, varying angles appropriate 
to eliminate echoes and feedback. 

FLOOR; carpeted, durable and tiered like auditorium 
seating. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

•LIGHTING; ^QO f.c. max.-variable, must be able to read 
sheet music. 

** ACOUSTICS; isolated from all lecture spaces or noise 
generating spaces, must be able to absorb 
sound and not echo, or reverberate. STC-45 

***MECHANICAL; normal, sound attenuators in duct. 

FURNISHINGS; 150 folding chairs, 150 music stands, podium, 
platform for conductor. 

EQUIPMENT; smoke detector, some supplied musical instruments 
fire alarm system, automatic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #51 

TITLE; CHOIR REHEARSAL ROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 1600 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-100 

ACTIVITIES; rehearsal space for school choir, acoustic quali 
ties desireable for true fine-tuning of singers 
voices as a group, trapezoidal shape desired. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTSi 

CEILING! acoustical. 14-18 feet. 

WAT.T.S i acoustical, durable, varied angles of walls to 
improve acoustics. 

FT,OOP . carpeted, durable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

LIGHTING; 30 f.c.-50 f.c. general reading of some 
printed material. 

** ACOUSTICS; isolated from most spaces except other 
musical areas, qualities of true sound production is 
required with appropriate design of space acoustics, STC-45 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, STC-50, sound attenuation in 
ducts between rooms. 

FURNISHINGS; 100 folding chairs, music stands, podium, 
instruction platform. 

EQUIPMENT; piano, smoke detectors. automatic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE T,TST #52 

TITLE; ORCHESTRA REHEARSAL ROOM 

SQUARE FEET;l200 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUIVIBER OF USERS: 1-75 

ACTIVITIES; rehearsal space for school orchestra to learn and 
improve blending of musical instruments, trape
zoidal shape desired. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustical, varying height, 14-18 feet. 

WALLS; acoustically treated, durable, varying angles 
of walls to reduce echo and reverberation. 

FLOOR; carpet, durable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

* LIGHTING ; variable, 30 f.c.-70 f.c, able to read sheet 
music. 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-45, space must be isolated from quiet 
zones and grouped with other music spaces, 
trapezoid shape desired, acoustical. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, sound attenuators needed. STC-50. 

FURNISHINGS: 75 folding chairs, music stands, podium, plat
form for instructor. 

EQUIPMENT: some school owned instruments, smoke detector 
automatic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST :̂ S3 

TITLE; PRACTICE ROOMS 

SQUARE FEET: 56(336) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (6 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-2 

ACTIVITIES; for student to practice musical skills for 
personal improvement. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; 10' or more, acoustically treated. 

WALLS; absorb sound, trapezoidal shape desired, durable, 
colors. 

FLOOR; carpeted, durable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c.-70 f.c. for reading music. 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-50, acoustical, highly absorbent. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, STC-50, sound attenuators in ducts. 

FURNISHINGS; 2 chairs, 2 music stands. 

EQUIPMENT: smoke detector, adequate electrical outlets. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #54 

TTTLE; OFFICES (Band, Choir, Orchestra) 

SQUARE FEET; 100(300) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (3 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1 

ACTIVITIES; workspace for teachers and private storage of 
own instruments and records, adjacent to own 
rehearsal rooms and storage. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; acoustical, 8'. 

WALLS :acoustical, durable surfaces, colors 

FLOOR; carpet, durable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

•LIGHTING; 70 f.c., natural illumination desireable 

**ACOUSTICS; acoustical, STC-40, normal 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, lined ducts 

FURNISHINGS: desk, chair, shelves, filing cabinet, small 
storage space. 

EQUIPMENT; telephone, smoke detector. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #55 

'^^'^^^'- STORAGE (Band, Choir, Orchestra) 

SQUARE FEET; 720, 480, 360 respectively, (1560 total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES; for storage of instruments, chairs, and music 
stands, lockers for all instruments will be 
provided. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; 10', acoustic 

WALLS; acoustic, durable surfaces, cleanable 

FLOOR; vinyl tile-resilient 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* * 

* LIGHTING; g e n e r a l i l l u m i n a t i o n s , 30 f . c 

ACOUSTICS; normal , STC-40. 

*** MECHANICAL; normal 

FURNISHINGS: lockers for instruments, coat racks for uniforms, 
cabinets and shelves. 

EQUIPMENT; smoke detectors. automatic sprinkler system 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #55 

TITLE; DRAFTING with (storage) 

SQUARE FEET: 1750(150) (I9OO total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 25 

ACTIVITIES; the instruction and experience of learning 
techniques of drafting for construction, 
architectural, and engineering projects, intro
duction to lettering, orthographic projection, 
working drawings, model building, and other 
related techniques; prepare the student for 
college if he so desires. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 12' min. 

WALLS; acoustical, washable. 

FLOORS; treated wood ,ink resistant, easily cleaned. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 100 f.c.-50 f.c. variable control, drafting, 
some north or east lighting. 

** ACOUSTICS; ideally located next to machine and wood 
shops with a blueprint room adjacent. 

*** MECHANICAL; normal, electrical outlets every 9'« 

FURNISHINGS: 20 drafting tables with stools, adequate storage 
cabinets, bookcase, chalkboards, tackboards, 
teachers table with desk, stool and chair, 
light table, sweets catalogues, stereo speakers. 

EQUIPMENT; projector screen, 25 sets of drawing instruments, 
water fountain, 2 wash sinks, fire alarm system, 
smoke detector, automatic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST ^57 

TITLE; BLUEPRINTING 

SQUARE FEET; I50 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES-

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-6 

ACTIVITIES; the reproduction of drawings on clear paper onto 
blue print paper for duplication of working drawings, 
renderings, floor plans, and other drawings; restroom 
adjacent this space with lavatory outside. 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' or more. 

WALLS; acoustical, washable. 

FLOOR: treated wood, stain resistant. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

• LIGHTING; 50 f. c.-lOOf.c., variable control, otherwise 
dark. 

•• ACOUSTICS: normal, adjacent to drafting studio. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, electrical outlets every 9'. 

FURNISHINGS; built-in counter top with light proof drawers, 
file cabinet, 2 work tables and chairs. 

EQUIPMENT; blue printing machine, paper cutter, smoke 
detector. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #58 

TITLE; AUTOMOTIVE SHOP with (storage) 

SQUARE FEET; 3300(600) (390O total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 

ACTIVITIES; receiving hands on experience of automobile engine 
and body repair; assembly, removal, replacement; 
engine tune-ups, trouble shooting, priming and 
painting of bodies and use of equipment and tools. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 15' minimum, exposed long-span structure with 
acoustical treatment. 

WALLS: glazed, light colored block extending to a 

height of 8', acoustical treatment to ceiling. 

FLOORS; finished concrete with floor drains. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 
* LIGHTING; 100 f.c, plus natural lighting (windows 

25^ wall area) 

*• ACOUSTICS; located away from most school activities; 
sprayed acoustics or neat panels, adjacent to 
other shops(metal, electrical, wood). 

*** MECHANICAL; electric outlets 9' intervals, water pipes 
underground, drinking fountain, 8' underfloor 
ventilation system for connecting to car 
exhausts, suspended compressed air outlets at 
each bay at 20' intervals(60-150psi), compressor 
located outside, ventilation=15 cu.ft./min. 
per student, humidity=40 in winter, 50 in 
summer, 25^ fresh outdoor air required with 
ventilation, automatic temperature control, 
heaters=wall-unit ventilators with fan, 3-wire 
3 phase power curcuit system, sprinkler system. 

FURNISHINGS; lockers in storage area, work tables and benches, 
2 wash sinks, built-in counters with shelves 
and cabinets, tool pegboards, rest room facilities. 
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EQUIPMENT; 2 hydraulic lifts, engine tune-up computer, 
compressed-air tools, engine stands, engine 
degreaser, arbor press, spark plug cleaner, 
fire alarm system, fire extinguishers, power 
cut-off safety buttons at 15 or 20' intervals, 
overhead hoist system, first aid kit. 

minimum width to length ratio 1:1 1/2 
maximum 1;2 
minimum width of shop 30 feet 
service door width (overhead) 96' 
corridor door width (overhead) 60' 
exit doors equipped with panic bars 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #59 

TITLE: METAL SHOP with(storage) 

SQUARE FEET; 3000 (400) (3400 total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 

ACTIVITIES; the learning of technical instruction and shop 
experience in operating machine tools, arc 
welding at oxyacetylene, foundry work, and 
the layout and operations of a machine shop. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: exposed long span structure, with acoustical 
treatment, 12 feet min. height. 

WALLS; moveable partitions (metal), glazed light color 
block or hard plaster up to 4 feet. 

FLOORS; finished concrete in machine-shop area, 
wood floors in sheet metal areas, sand pit 
in foundry area. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 100 f.c.-30 f.c, variable control; auxiliary 
lighting where necessary at each work station. 

** 

*** 

ACOUSTICS sprayed acoustics above 4'level; shop 
adjacent to auto shop and electrical repair 
shop. (fire-proof) 

at 
MECHANICAL; natural ventilation, fume ventilation at 

welding area, suspended electrical outlets 
10' intervals, drinking fountain, ven
tilation system providing 15 cu.ft./per-
student, humidity is 40 for winter, 50 for 
summer; 25^ fresh aie exchange, automatic 
temperature control, wall-unit ventilators 
with fans (heaters), sprinkler system. 

FURNISHINGS: work table, 2 wash sinks, layout tables, lockers, 
storage cabinets, large machines; metal lathe, 
floor grinder, metal shaper, horizontal mill. 
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EQUIPMENT; 8 sheet metal machines, furnace, forge, welding 
bench, overhead hoist system, welding equipment, 
fire retardant canvas (welding) , fire extinguishers, 
fire alarm system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #60 

TITLE: ELECTRICAL REPAIR SHOP with (storage) 

SQUARE FEET; 2000(300) (2300 total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 

ACTIVITIES; the learning of basic electricity, refrigeration, 
air conditioning, heating; the maintenance and 
servicing of televisions, sound equipment, 
and all appliances; assembling, replacing, 
repairing. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical; 12' minimum height. 

WALLS; acoustical with 2 electrical outlets at each 
students station. 

FLOORS; wooden or carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 50 f.c, plus auxiliary at each station. 

** ACOUSTICS: STC-45, shop can be used as a noise buffer 
between vocational shops and general 
facilities. 

*** MECIiANICAL; ventilation system(15 cu.ft./minute per 
student), 25^ is natural ventilation, 
drinking fountain, 2 work sinks, automatic 
temperature control, sprinkler system. 

FURNISHINGS; work counters with storage, floor benches, 
storage cabinets, demonstration table with 
gas and compressed air. 

EQUIPMENT; electrical hand tools, voltage meters, oscil
loscope, variable voltage switches, other elec
trical testing equipment, master control to all 
work stations, power cutoff switches every 15'» 
fire alarm system, fire extinguishers, first aid. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #61 

TITLE; WOOD SHOP with (storage) 

SQUARE FEET; 3000(400) (3400 total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES. 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 

ACTIVITIES: the learning of wood working skills applicable 
to building and construction trades, the use and 
instruction of using handtools and pov/er tools 
in making cabinets, furniture, equipment, also 
learning the fundamentals of the building industry 
such as; blueprints, foundations, framing, 
insulating, roofing, masonry, painting, cabinet 
making, concrete work, hardware fitting, and 
cost estimating, finishing room to be 9'X12' 
minumum with ventilation fan. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; exposed steel trusses with acoustical 
treatment, 15' or more. 

WALLS: glazed light colored block up to 8'. 

FLOORS; non-skid hardwood floor. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 50 f.c, at most machines, 30 f.c, at 
jointer and sander. 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-50, high noise reduction desired, 
keep isolated with other vocational shops. 

*** MECHANICAL; electrical outlets for all machinery, 
filtered air, air exchange system, ex
haust ducts, overhead sawdust collecting 
systems, compressed air hoses suspended, 
electric reels, filters in finishing room 
door, power cutoff switches every 15'' 

FURNISHINGS: work tables, stools, 2 wash sinks, drinking 
fountain, cabinet, chair, desk. 

EQUIPMENT; circular saw, floor bench, band saw, wood lathe, 
wood planer, jig saw, jointer, drill press, 
Sanders, heavy duty vacuum cleaner, fire alarm 
system, automatic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #53 

TITLE; AGRICULTURE with (storage) 

SQUARE FEET; 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES. 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 

ACTIVITIES; the subject matter emphasized are;sail and water 
conservation, plant food, animal foods, manage
ment, and agricultural leadership; practical 
application of these are utilized in the 
ranching and farming fields, field projects 
are also required of the students. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical treatment, 12' minimum. 

WALLS; acoustical treatment above 8' level, glazed 
light colored block up to 8' level. 

FLOORS; finished floor concrete. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREIVENTS ; 

* LIGHTING; 100 f.c. plus natural lighting, variable 
control. 

** ACOUSTICS; acoustical treatment. 

*** MECHANICAL; air exchange system, normal, electrical 
outlets every 9'-

FURNISHINGS: 

EQUIPMENT; farming equipment and machinery, tools common 
to ranching, fire alarm system, fire extinguisher, 
sprinkler system, first aid kit. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #62 

TITLE; HOMEMAKING (kitchen, multi-use, living center) 

SQUARE FEET; 1750 1-350 storage unit (3850) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 25 

ACTIVITIES; the instructors of food and nutrition, clothing 
the family, home management, consumer education, 
home furnishings, family relationships, child 
development, and other home economics pursuits, 
introduces the student into some of the every 
day aspects of life. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, modern home ceicling heights 
for each area. 

WALLS: acoustical, textured. 

FLOORS: carpeted, except kitchen areas-tile. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREIVIENTS; 

* LIGHTING: sewing-150 f.c; cooking-50 f.c; ironing-
50 f.c; sink activities-70 f.c, note 
taking areas-70 f.c. . 

** ACOUSTICS; normal, STC-40. 

MECHANICAL; normal. 

FURNISHINGS; shelves in storage, drawers and cabinets, 
tables, lamps, chairs, desks, sewing tables, 
kitchen counter tops, sinks, book cases. 

EQUIPMENT; all household utensils and machinery, smoke 
detector, automatic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #64 

TITLE; CLASSROOMS 

SQUARE FEET: 535(2l4o) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS; 20 

ACTIVITIES; the instruction of the vocational education 
department students, some classrooms are 
shared. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10'. 

WALLS; acoustical, durable, washable. 

FLOOR; same material as corresponding shops (wood or 
finished concrete),easily cleanable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. general lighting, natural lighting. 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-45, activity adjacent not a major factor. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, sound attenuators in ducts. 

FURNISHINGS: 20 student desks, demonstration table fully 
equipped, shelves, cabinets, chalkboard, 
tackboard, high STC rated door. 

EQUIPMENT; smoke detectors, fire alarm system, automatic 
sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACP j.r^n^ 5̂5 

TITLE; INSTRUCTORS OFFICES 

SQUARE FEET; 55(405) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (7 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-2 

ACTIVITIES: teacher planning of projects, tests, keeping 
records, grading papers, relaxing. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 8' personal height. 

WALLS; acoustical, with view through glass partition 
into shop area. 

FLOOR; same flooring as shop or durable carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

*LIGHTING; 30 f.c.-70 f.c, variable control, natural 
lighting (through window desireable). 

**ACOUSTICS; semi-private, STC-50 for more sound 
proofing. 

***MECHANICAL: sound attenuator between shop and offices. 

FJRNISHINGS: desk, chair, shelves, filing cabinet, small 
coat closet. 

EQUIPMENT; public address to shops, telephones, smoke 
detectors. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #66 

TITLE: LOBBY 

SQUARE FEET; 2000 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; ( 1 other, 1000 s.f. for gym) 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES;a space for conversation, meeting, entering and 
leaving the auditorium, used for intermissions to allow for ela
borate stage scene changes, small refreshments concession also 
included in space, coat check also in space. 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING; acoustical, 15' min. . 

WALLS; acoustical, or carpeted, graphics preferred. 

FLOOR: durable carpet or resilient tile. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. general lighting; 150 f.c. for track 
lighting on graphics along perimeter walls. 

** ACOUSTICS; sound asborbing, adjacent to exterior 
and audience seating. 

*** MECHANICAL: extra ventilation required at peak 
demands, sound system with speakers 
included. 

FURNISHINGS: perimeter seats, ashtrays, marquees. 

EQUIPMENT; 4 water fountains, sprinkler system, fire alarm 
system, electrical outlets convenient to con
cession area. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #67 

TITLE; TICKETBOOTH 

SQUARE FEET; 75 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-3 

ACTIVITIES; selling tickets and taking money, answering 
phone calls and giving dates out for scheduled 
events. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 8' acoustical. 

WALLS: tackboards and carpet. 

FLOOR; resilient tile or durable carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c, reading printed material. 

** ACOUSTICS; open to lobby and adjacent to activity 
area. 

MECHANICAL: normal. 

FURNISHINGS; ticket counter, ticket window, adjustable chair. 

EQUIPMENT; money drawer, tackboard, telephone, smoke 
detector. 
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DETAILED SPACF LIST #68 

TTTLE; AUDIENCE SEATING PLUS SOUND ROOM 

SQUARE FEET; ̂ 7̂00 (6000 total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS; 750 max. 

ACTIVITIES; the viewing of productions of plays, concerts, 
presentations motion pictures, and general 
assemblies, multiple aisle seating preferrable. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical at angles determined to project 
stage sound, catwalk above acoustics. 

WALLS; acoustically treated, angled walls required 
to reduce echoe and reverberation. 

FLOOR; carpeted. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

* LIGHTING; 20 f.c. general illumination with exit, 
variable controls, lights clearly visible, 
spot lights from catwalk and side stage. 

** ACOUSTICS; isolated from most activities, use a buffer 
corridor around theatre or isolate struc
turally, adjacent to costume/prop room. 

*** MECHANICAL: cooling and heating required, sound atten
uators in ducts, mechanical room isolated 
by room design, ventilation of 15cuft/min.per user 

FURNISHINGS; 750 acoustical seats, public address system. 

EQUIPMENT; sound and light equipment, speakers, audio visual 
equipment, fire alarm system, adequate electrical 
outlets, fire extinguishers, sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #69 

TITLE: STAGE 

SQUARE FEET; 2000 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES for production of plays, general school assemblies, 
guest speakers, drama practice sessions, motion 
pictures, forums, and concerts. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENT?:;. 

CEILING: open to light grid for hanging back drops, 
hanging lights, and counter weights, 
62.5' to grid plus additional 7' (69.5 total). 

WALLS; durable, acoustical, 25' tall stage opening. 

FLOOR; wood deck with trap doors. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 50 f.c general illumination, multiple 
outlets for all types of stage lighting,power 
panel and light panels required backstage. 

** ACOUSTICS: back surfaces should absorb sound, surfaces 
addressing audience should be hard for pro
jection of sound, ceiling sould absorb sound 

*** MECHANICAL;with a fire escape door at end of ladder. 

same as auditorium, ventilation of 15 cu.ft./ 

FURNISHINGS, ,. "^^ ^ f f "•̂ - , . , 
• fire proof stage curtain, storage bins on same 

side as electrical panels, light grid. 

EQUIPMENT; public address system, cyclorama, teasers, fire 
alarm system, flying scenery equipment, sprinkler 
system, smoke detectors. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST ̂ 70 

TITLE; DRESSING ROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 240 (480) 

NUMBER OP LIKE SPArT7<?. (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-6 

ACTIVITIES; the quick change, make-up, and dressing of all 
participants in the production of the theatre. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING: acoustical, 8' or more. 

WALLS; acoustical. 

FLOOR; vinyl, tile-resilient. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. general lighting with make-up 
mirrors, variable control, shadowless 
lighting required. 

** ACOUSTICS; normal, STC-40. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, sound attenuators preferred 

FURNISHINGS; make-up counters with drawers, make-up mirrors, 
chairs, sink, costume racks. 

EQUIPMENT; fire alarm system, smoke detectors 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#71 

TTTLE; COSTUME AND PROP ROOM 

SQUARE FEET; 700 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES; storage of adequate size for scenery and stage 
props, storage for costumes, provide windows 
to outdoor spaces. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 15' or more, acoustical 

WALLS; moveable partitions to vary size, acoustical 
treatment. 

FLOOR; vinyl tile-resilient properties. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c.-normal 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-45, construction in space, adjacent 
to Speech/Drama labs, acoustical. 

MECHANICAL; normal. 

FURNISHINGS; racks for costumes, storage shelves, pattern 
tables, sewing machine tables. 

EQUIPMENT; sewing machines, smoke detectors.automatic 
sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#72 

TITLE; GYMNASIUM 

SQUARE FEET; 10,400 (20,800) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies, capacity 1276 

ACTIVITIES; athletic activities practiced here, partition through 
middle for practicing of 2 basketball courts simultaneously, 
floor has several sport layouts on it for possible indoor 
tennis, volleyball, wrestling, gymnastics, etc . 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: exposed structure, 36' or more, span dictates. 

WALLS; glazed block, cleanable , 10^ of walls should 
be glass for natural illumination and ventilation. 

FLOOR: hardwood flooring with multi-purpose vinyl. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. special shadowless design required. 

** ACOUSTICS; no special isolation requirements, adjacent 
to lockers, staff rooms, playing fields and 
swimming pool. 

*** MECHANICAL; 15 cu.ft./min. per user. 

FURNISHINGS; folding bleachers. 

EQUIPMENT; basketball goals, scoreboards, public address 
system, exit lights, fire alarm system, auto
matic sprinkler system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#73 

TITLE; CONCESSIONS 

SQUARE FEET; 120 (240) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 4 

ACTIVITIES; selling refreshments, snacks, and food during 
game activities and half-times. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical. 

WALLS: cleanable, block or tile. 

FLOOR; resilient vinyl or tile. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING: 30 f.c. general lighting. 

** ACOUSTICS; adjacent to lobby and gym. 

*** MECHANICAL; extra ventilation required for any heat 
producing machines 

FURNISHINGS: public counter, shelves, cabinets for storage. 

EQUIPMENT; refrigerator, fountain drink dispenser, coffee 
machine, microvave oven, papcorn machine,ice 
machine, fire extinguisher. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#75 

TITLE: Coaches Office with personal hygiene space 

SQUARE FEET: 170 (340) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES» (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS» 1-2 

ACTIVITIES; Space for coaches to plan and keep records of 
students abilities and progress. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING: Acoustical 

WALLS; acoustical; visual access to lockeroom; display 
for trophies, plaques, and pictures. 

FLOOR; durable carpet 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control 

**ACOUSTICS; STC-45, privacy desired 

***MECHANICAL: normal, HVAC system, 15 c ft/min per user, 
electrical outlets on all walls. 

FURNISHINGS; desks, chairs, shelves, guest -chairs, toilet pa
per dispenser, 5 full length lockers. 

EQUIPMENT; 1 water closet, 1 lavatory, 1 shower stall, (wet 
area requirements same of similar areas), small 
chalkboard, tackboard, smoke detectors. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #"7̂  

TITLE; Health Education Classroom (Modern Dance) 

SQUARE FEET; 1068 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: 40 (acoustical room dividers allows for 2 clas
ses of 20 ) 

ACTIVITIES; The instruction and study of human anatomy and health 
related concerns. Films and guest lecturers are also utilized. 
Adjacent to gym. 2 exits required. Doubles as Modern Dance 
class when not used. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; moveable partitions, vinyl, washable. 

FLOOR; resilient tile or similar 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 70 f.c, variable control 

** 
ACOUSTICS: STC-45; STC-55 for moveable partition. 

^^^ MECHANICAL; normal, sound attenuators in ducts HVAC system, 
fire alarm system, smoke detectors 

FURNISHINGS; student desks, desk, chair, podium, storage shelves, 
and cabinets 

EQUIPMENT; chalkboards, tackboards, projection screen 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#77 

TITLE; Weight Training 

SQUARE FEET; 500 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES: Weight lifting to increase physical strength. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING. acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; vinyl, cleanable; mirrors on majority of wall sur
face 

FLOOR: carpet plus wooden platforms under free weights 
(with rubber mats) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. general lighting, natural lighting 
desired 

** ACOUSTICS; private; adjacent to gym and coaches office, 
STC-45 desired 

*** MECHANICAL: HVAC system, electrical outlets every 9' 

FURNISHINGS; Mirrors. 

EQUIPMENT; weight machines, free weights, weight benches, chalk 
holder, chalkboards, tackboards, fire alarm system, 
smoke detectors 
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DETAILED SPACE T.TC;T#7R 

TITLE; DRESSING ROOMS 

SQUARE FEET; 2175 (4350) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 750 total student lockers with 90 street 
clothes lockers 

ACTIVITIES; the^dressing, undressing, showering, and hair 
drying processes students go through before and 
after physical exercise, (lockers-12"X12"X24"). 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, skylights desireable. 

WALLS; tile. 

FLOOR; carpet-durable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. general lighting. 

** ACOUSTICS: adjacent to showers, gym and pool area; 
isolated from regular classroom activities. 

*** MECHANICAL: normal, 15 cu.ft./min. per student. 

FURNISHINGS; 750 student gym lockers with 90 street clothes 
lockers, built in combination locks, dressing 
benches. 

EQUIPMENT, fire alarm system, automatic sprinkler system, 
fire extinguishers. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #7q 

TITLE; Varsity Locker 

SQUARE FEET; 1050 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES; the dressing, undressing, showering, and hair drying 
processes students go through before and after phy
sical exercise (148 lockers - 24"xl2"x36") 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING; acoustical, skylights desirable. 

WALLS; tile. 

FLOOR: carpet - durable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. general lighting. 

** ACOUSTICS; adjacent to showers, gym and pool area; isolat
ed from regular classroom activities. 

* * * MECHANICAL: normal, 15 cu.ft./min. per student 

FURNISHINGS; 148 student varsity gym lockers, built-in combina
tion locks, dressing benches. 

EQUIPMENT. fire alarm system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#80 

TTTLE; BOY'S SHOWERS AND DRYING AREA 

SQUARE FEET; 80, 80 (160 total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS; 30 

ACTIVITIES; showering and cleaning of students after physical 
exercise, the drying area is for students to dry 
off and blow dry their hair, adjacent to gym, 
locker room, and pool. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING, tile in showers, acoustical in drying area. 

WALLS; tile, washable, ceramic. 

FLOORi floor tile with floor drains. 

ENVIRONMEN TAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. vapor proof lights in showers. 

** ACOUSTICS; privacy desired. 

*** MECHANICAL: HVAC system 15 cu.ft./min. per student, 

exhaust vents for humidity control. 
FURNISHINGS. mirrors(mounted 4' above floor in drying area) 

soap dishes, 5-6 head column showers, drying 
benches, towel hooks. 

EQUIPMENT; hair dryers, fire alarm system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#81 

TITLE; GIRLS SHOWERS AND DRYING AREA 

SQUARE FEET: 148, 244 (392 total) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: 32 

ACTIVITIES; showering and cleaning of students after physical 
exercise, the drying area is for students to dry 
off and blow dry their hair, adjacent to locker 
room, gym, and pool, 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; tile in showers, acoustical in drying area. 

WALLS: tile, washable, ceramic. 

FTiQQR i floor tile with floor drains. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. vapor proof lights in showers. 

** ACOUSTICS; privacy desired. 

*** MECHANICAL: HVAC system-15 cu.ft./min. per student, 

exhaust vents for humidity control. 

FURNISHINGS; mirrors(mounted 4' above floor in drying area) 
soap dishes, 4-6 head column showers, 8 personal 
stall showers with 8 drying stalls, towel hooks. 

EQUIPMENT; hair dryers, fire alarm system. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #82 

TITLE: L a u n d r y 

SQUARE FEET: 200 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: v a r i e s 

ACTIVITIES; c l e a n i n g and w a s h i n g c l o t h e s and t o w e l s 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING; a c o u s t i c a l 

WAT.T.S. t i l e o r w a t e r p r o o f v i n y l . 

FT.nOR. v i n y l o r t i l e 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

• LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - general lighting, natural illumination 
encouraged. 

** ACOUSTICS; shared by both gyms, visual barrier required be
tween locker rooms. 

**• MECHANICAL: HVAC system, exhaust port for dryer exhaust, 
special electrical outlets for washers and dry
ers, natural ventilation encouraged. 

FURNISHINGS: folding table, ceiling fan, check-out type door, 
shelves & cabinets. 

EQUIPMENT; Commercial (large load) washers & dryers, clock, 
speakers, fire alarm system, smoke detectors. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#83 

TITLE; Equipment Storage 

SQUARE FEET: 250 (500) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES: storage of athletic equipment for all sports. Sto
rage room for boys and for girls. Adjacent to lock
ers and gym. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CETT.TNG. acoustical, 15' or more 

WALLS: washable surface, painted block or similar durable 
material 

FLOOR; finished concrete or resilient tile, cleanable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. general lighting 

** ACOUSTICS; Open to lockers (security necessary) 

*** MECHANICAL: HVAC system, same as locker room; fire alarm 

system, smoke detectors, sprinkler system. 

FURNISHINGS: shelves and locking cabinets (with drawers) 

EQUIPMENT, all athletic equipment coaches require 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#84 

TITLE; Athletic Uniform Storage 

SQUARE FEET; 250 (500) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES; Storage of all athletic uniforms provided by school 
Adjacent to laundry room. Adjacent to team lockers 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: acoustical, 15' 

WALLS; washable surface, painted block or similar durable 
surface 

FLOOR: finished concrete or resilient tile, cleanable. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. general lighting 

** ACOUSTICS; security required, open to pass-throughs in 
lockers 

^^^ MECHANICAL: HVAC system, same as locker room; fire alarm 
system, smoke detectors, sprinkler system. 

FURNISHINGS; shelves and cabinets (security required) 

EQUIPMENT! athletic clothing 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #83 

TITLE; Racquetball Courts 

SQUARE FEET; 800 (3200) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (4 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-4 

ACTIVITIES; The learning, practicing, and competing of racquet
ball. Hand & eye coordination, quickness, endurance, timing are 
all improved by this sport. A good supplement to other training 
methods to improve overall performance of athletes. 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: same as wall panel system 

WALLS; interlocking Formica wall panel systems (free
standing) 4' x 20' modules 

•PT.QQR; Permacushion® Panel System - 25/32" x 2-1/4" wide 
hard maple with 2 layers of 1/2" exterior C/D 
plywood under. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 75 f.c. - 100 f.c. uniform illumination (4 
Fixture Energy Savings System) 

•* ACOUSTICS; adjacent to spectator seating, other courts, 
locker room, and showers. 

V 

**• MECHANICAL: HVAC 15 c u . f t . / m i n p e r u s e r , c o n s t a n t v e n 
t i l a t i o n . 

FURNISHINGS: 

EQUIPMENT; 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#86 

TITLE; Racquetball viewing stands 

SQUARE FEET; 800 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (10' x 80' - length of all 4 courts) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-114 

ACTIVITIES: Socializing and viewing racquetball matches and 
games. Back walls of courts are full glass for 
viewing and for tournaments. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING. Acoustical, 20' 

WALLS« Durable vinyl, colors desired 

FT.nOR i Durable carpet. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - general lighting, variable control 

** ACOUSTICS; normal, STC-45, adjacent to courts, exterior 
emergency exit required. 

* * * MECHANICAL: HVAC system, 15 cu. ft./min. per user, p.a. 
hookup in viewing stands, and electrical hook
ups for each court. 

FURNISHINGS: 

EQUIPMENT; 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #87 

TITLE: Swimming Pool 

SQUARE FEET; 10,100 (10 lanes) (6233-pool only) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES; for competing and practicing swimming sports. Adja
cent to gymnasium, showers, and locker rooms. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; moisture resistant surfaces, acoustical if possi
ble, ceiling non-parallel to water, 25' 

WALLS; moisture resistant; no windows facing pool-ends (tb 
prevent glare at finish and turns), suggest glass, 
between balcony & pool area for spectator comfort. 

FLOOR: non-slip concrete 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

• LIGHTING; 40 f.c. minimiom (§ 3' above water, light sources 
should be screened from spectator seating. 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-45 

**• MECHANICAL; 15 CU. ft./min. per user, variable control, 
natural ventilation helpful, fire alarm system, 

T̂ TPIMTF̂ HTNGS. sitting benches. 

EQUIPMENT; diving boards, pool ladders, take off blocks, float
ing lane dividers, time clocks, clock. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#88 

TITLE; F o o t b a l l F i e l d w i t h T r a c k a r o u n d p e r i m e t e r 

SQUARE FEET; 1 0 2 , 4 9 5 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; 

NUMBER OF USERS. 3 , 0 0 0 s p e c t a t o r s 

ACTIVITIES. P r a c t i c i n g f o o t b a l l and t r a c k and f i e l d games . P l a y 
i n g v a r s i t y games and h o l d i n g c o m p e t i t i o n r u n n i n g 
e v e n t s and f i e l d e v e n t s . 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; 

WALLS; 

FLOOR; sod on playing field; sand in pits, and a synthetic 
all-weather track surface (6 lanes). 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 40 f.c. at 3' above ground, quartz halogen 

ACOUSTICS; 

*** MECHANICAL; P.A. system available (proximity to gym for 
outdoor p.a. and lighting scoreboard on phys, 
ed. building) 

FURNISHINGS. all weather bleachers, seating for 500 minimum. 

EQTTTPMFNT. sprinkler system (lawn), goal posts, shotput/discus 
ring, pole vault box and take-off board, sand pits. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#89 

TITLE; Baseball Field 

SQUARE FEET; 104,700 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies 

ACTIVITIES; Practicing baseball and for playing competitive 
games against rival schools in the same district, 

PHYSTCAT, REQUTRTTMENTS. 

CEILING; 

WALLS: Chain link fence (around) 

FLOOR; sod on playing area, dirt base lines and pitcher's 
mound 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; quartz halogen, 40 f.c. at 3' above ground 

ACOUSTICS; 

MECHANICAL: P.A. system 

FURNISHINGS 8 s c o r e b o a r d , b l e a c h e r s fo r 500 s p e c t a t o r s , dugout 
b e n c h e s , box for b a t s t o r a g e . 

EQUIPMENTi b a t t e r s c a g e , b a s e s , lawn s p r i n k l e r sys tem. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#90 

TITLE; Tennis Courts 

SQUARE FEET; 7800 space for judges (46,800) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (6 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1-4 per court 

ACTIVITIES; The instruction and practice of tennis playing stu
dents occurs. Self practice walls on each court 
allow for practice of strokes at all times. School 
matches are also played. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING: 

WALLS; chain link fence w/ wind strips inserted between 
fence. 

FLOOR; base course of: 8" min. thickness of well-graded 
gravel, 6" of well-graded crushed stone, or 4" 
of block base, (compacted to 95% of D155T density) 
plus tennis playing surface. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 50 f.c. for excellent conditions (constantly 
maintained & mounted 26' above playing surface), 
quartz halogen. 

** ACOUSTICS; adjacent to lockers and bleachers, use vegeta
tion for wind and sound control. 

MECHANICAL; wiring under court 

FURNISHINGS; players benches, spectator bleachers for 100 

EQUIPMENT; tennis nets (6), overhead outdoor lighting 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#91 

TITLE; Kitchen 

SQUARE FEET; 3150 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES. 

NUMBER OF USERS. 30 

ACTIVITIES: The preparation and distribution of large amounts of food in 
short amounts of time. Receiving, storing, and cleaning of 
dishes are also handled here. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, high for increased air circulation (20' or 
more) 

WALLS; acoustical, covered with vinyl or similar, grease and stain 
resistant, washable. 

FLOOR; resilient tile, stain resistant, grease resistant 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 50 f.c. - cocking; 70 f.c. - sink activity; 30 f.c. -
general lighting. 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-55, high sound isolation required; adjacent to 
serving and dining areas. 

*** MECHANICAL: aitple fresh air supply and exhaust, steam removal ex
haust in dishwashing area, ventilation of 15 cu.ft./min pernperson desired, 30-
60 air changes/hr., fire alarm system, dry chemical extinguisher system. 
FURNISHINGS; work tables (stainless steel), wall shelves and cabinets, 

storage shelves and cabinets 

EQUIPMENT; refrigerators, freezers, cooking ovens and stoves, sinks, ex
haust ventilators over all heat producing equipment, kettles, food slicers, 
broilers, fryers, microwave ovens, tilting skillet, hot bain-marie, utensil 
rack, mixers, bread racks; disposals, dishwashing units, scrap trough, soak 
sink, flexible rinse hoses, (clean & dirty) dish racks, dishvashing counter 
space 
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Kitchen Space Breakdown 

Department 

Receiving 

Dry Storage 

Cold Storage 

Dishwashing 
(shape and size relate to type 
machine required) 

Trash Room 

Employee lockers & Toilets 

Manager's Office 

Preparation, Cooking, Baking 

of 

Squ, are Feet 

150 

750 

270 

600 

195 

185 

100 

900 

3150 total 

(Callendar, John Hancock, Ed., Time Saver Standards for 
Building Types, New York: The Kingsport Press, 1980) 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#92 

TITLE; Serving Area 

SQUARE FEET; 3080 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 

NUMBER OF USERS: varies, 1-625 

ACTIVITIES. Serving food prepared from the kitchen. 

PHYSTCAT, REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING; Acoustical, 15' or more 

WALLS; vinyl or similar, washable, stain resistant 

FLOOR; resilient tile, washable, stain resistant 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 50 f.c. general lighting, variable 
control 

** ACOUSTICS; open to kitchen and seating, STC-55 for opti
mism noise reduction. 

*** MECHANICAL: Evaporative cooling, fire alarm system, smoke 
detectors 

FTTRNTSHTNGS. 4 serving lines (35-40 lineal feet), checkout coun
ter; tray, and silverware racks 

EQTTTPMFNT' Silverware, cash registers, trays, heated dish dispen
ser 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #93 

TITLE; Snack Bar 

SQUARE FEET; 200 (400) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: (2 t o t a l ) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 2 

ACTIVITIES. The s e r v i n g of s n a c k s , s o f t d r i n k s , and q u i c k food 
i t e m s . A d j a c e n t t o d i n i n g and o u t d o o r e a t i n g s p a c e . 

PMYf^TCAT. RFQUTRFMFNTR. 

CEILING: Acoustical, 15' or more 

WALLS; acoustical, vinyl or similar, stain resistant, wash
able 

FLOOR; resilient tile, washable, stain resistant 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

s LIGHTING; 30 f.c. - 50 f.c. - general lighting, variable 
control 

** ACOUSTICS: open to seating, STC-55 desired 

f̂** MECHANICAL; Evaporative cooling, fire alarm system, smoke 
detectors 

FTTPNT?!HTNr;?̂ . serving counters, small storage closet, storage 
cabinets * 

FQTTTPMENTt soda and ice dispensers, cash register, soup or chili 
well, hot dog grill, reach-in refrigerator, cup dis
pensers, refrigerated base cabinet for sandwiches 
and storage. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #9.4 

T1TL£: Dining Roan with cha i r and t ab l e s torage 

SQUARE FEET; 9375, 500 (9875 t o t a l ) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES. 

NUMBER OF URFR?^ j 625 a t peak load 

ACTIVITIES; The provision of a ea t ing area with character and c r e a t i v i t y 
t o c r e a t e an enjoyable dining atmosphere. Round and square 
(30" X 48") t ab l e s conbined to add i n t e r e s t . 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING: acous t i c a l , keep high (20' or more) 

WALLS; acous t i c a l , view des i red , c leanable , durable 

FLOOR; carpe t ing , stainproof (eliminate noise) 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 30 f . c . - 70 f . c , va r iab le ccn t ro l , na tura l i l lumination 
des i red 

** ACOUSTICS; STC-55, as qu ie t as possible designed desi red, moveable 
d iv id ing p a r t i t i o n s 

*** MECHANICAL: HVAC system, cont ro l of food odors required by br ing
ing a i r i n t o dining room and exhausting i t through ki tchen, 30 a i r changes per 
hour minimum, e l e c t r i c a l o u t l e t s every 9 ' ; f i r e alarm system, spr inkler system. 
FURNISHINGS; 625 sea t s with 150 t a b l e s , ( a l l cha i r s and t ab l e s stackable) 

EQUIPMENT; 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#95 

TITLE; Toilets (Boys, Girls) 

SQUARE FEET: 200, 135 (1200, 675) 1875 total 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 6, 5 respectively 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-6, 1-4 

ACTIVITIES; personal hygiene 

PHYSICAL REQUTREMFNT<q. 

CEILING: acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; tile, washable 

FLOOR; tile w/ floor drains 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 30 f.c. general lighting, 70 f.c. sink activi
ties, natural light encouraged 

ACOUSTICS; privacy required 

*** MECHANICAL: HVAC system, exhaust ventilation to exterior 
required, 15 cu. ft./min. per user. 

FURNISHINGS; toilet paper dispensers, mirrors, soap dispensers, 
towel hooks 

EQUIPMENT. electrical outlets at each lavatory, drinking foun
tains on every floor in circulation areas, fire alarm 
system. Boys - 2 water closets, 4 urinals, 3 lava
tories. Girls - 4 water closets, 2 lavatories. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#96 

TITLE; Custodian's Closet 

SQUARE FEET; 54 (1026) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES: 19 total 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1 

ACTIVITIES. Storage of all equipment and supplies in which to 
maintain areas of the school facility. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

CEILING; Acoustical, 10' or more 

WALLS; vinyl, washable, stain resistant 

FLOOR; ceramic tile or concrete with floor drain 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; 40 f.c. - light should be shielded to prevent 
damage 

ACOUSTICS; normal; adjacent to area serviced 

*** MECHANICAL* plumbing for utility sink; louver in door for 
ventilation, smoke detector, fire alarm system. 

FURNISHINGS; built-in ceramic tile floor sink with drain, stor
age shelves, pegboard (accessories), bulletin 
board 

EQUIPMENT; mopping outfit, floor stock (drums, cans, etc.), floor 
machine, vacuum, ceramic drip tray for mop, 4" spacer (holds mop 
away from wall), 30" wide door, threaded Bibb faucet with brace, 
50' hose 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST#97 

TITLE: Central Storage 

SQUARE FEET; 120 (360) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES. (3 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS. 1 

ACTIVITIES; The main supply storage room of janitorial supplies 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS; 

CEILING; acoustical, 10' 

WALLS; vinyl covering or concrete block (painted), low 
maintenance 

FLOOR; ceramic tile or concrete with floor drain 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

•LIGHTING; 40 f.c. - light should be shielded to prevent 
damage 

** ACOUSTICS; central to area servicing 

*** MECHANICAL: plumbing for utility sink; louver in door for 
ventilation, smoke detector, electrical out
lets on all walls 

FURNISHINGS; work table with shelves, shelving, storage cabinets, 
pegboard, desk with chair 

EQUIPMENT: sprinkler system, threaded Bibb faucet with brace, 
vacuums, carts, any other maintenance equipment 
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DETAILED SPACE T.TRT #98 

TITLE; Outdoor Storage 

SQUARE FEET; 150 (300) 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES; (2 total) 

NUMBER OF USERS: 1 

ACTIVITIES; The storage of lawn and outdoor equipment used to 
maintain the grounds. 

PHYSICAL REQUTRFMT?NT'?. 

CEILING; exposed structure 

WALLS; concrete block (painted) 

FLOOR; finished concrete with floor drain 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

* LIGHTING; 70 f.c. - general illumination 

ACOUSTICS: 

*** MECHANICAL; louver in door; natural convection adequate 
for movement of air 

FUFU^ISHINGS; shelves, cabinets with drawers 

EQUIPMENT, smoke detector, sprinkler system, all outdoor mainte
nance equipment required 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST #101 

TITLE; Darkroom 

SQUARE FEET; 100 

NUMBER OF LIKE SPACES. 

NUMBER OF USERS; 1-3 

ACTIVITIES; The processing, developing, printing, enlarging, and 
copping of film from its beginning form to final pro
duct. Requires absolute light-tight conditions. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

CEILING. Acoustical, 10' with light-tight exhust vent. 

WALLS. Painted block, chemical resistant, cleanable 

FI.QOR. Finished concrete with floor drain 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS; 

* LIGHTING; Safe-lights are required, 30f.c. - 50 f.c. 
variable control 

** ACOUSTICS: Normal, STC-40, adjacent to journalism, and art 
classrooms 

*** MECHANICAL; HVAC system, with exhaust fumes vent required; 
needs to be well ventilated 

FURNISHINGS; Developing sink, film storage cabinet with shelves, 
light-tight door, safe lights 

EQUIPMENT; Exhaust vent, floor drain, paper cutter, film dryer, 
enlarger, small refrigerator, fire alarm system, 
sprinkler system, timer, light table. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST—ENDNOTES 

Callendar, John Hancock, Ed., Time Saver Standards 
for Architectural Design Data, New Yorkl The Kingsport 
Press, 1982; pp. 4-301, Table 13. 

** 

McGumess, Stein, and Reynolds. Mechanical and Elec
trical Equipment for Buildings, 6th Ed., New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1980; pp. 1260-1261, Tables 27-12. 

*** 

Ibid., p. 101 and Modern School Planning. 7th Ed., 
revised, Ann Arbor: Pracken Publications, Inc., 1982, for 
shop ventilation requirements. 

All references, to be footnoted, would require more time 
to list than necessary. Therefore, a summation of sources for 
different areas of data will be listed below. 

Ceiling, Walls, Floors, Furnishings, Equipment: 

Callendar, John Hancock, Ed., Time Saver Standards for 
Building Types, 7th Ed., New York: The Kingsport Press, 1980. 
Educational section. 

McGuiness, Stein, and Reynolds. Mechanical and Electri
cal Equipment for Buildings, 6th Ed., New York: John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1980. School related references. 

Robert T. Packard, Ed., Architectural Graphic Standards, 
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 7th Ed., 1981. 

Modern School Shop Planning, 7th Ed., revised, Ann Ar
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Uniform Building Code, Whittier: International Confer
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CAMBRIDGE RINDGE & LATIN HIGH 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 
ARCHITECT: EDUARDO CATALANO 

NEED: The need was to connect two public schools that faced 
each other to create positive and environmental changes. 
Rivalry and disunity seemed to prevail between these 
two schools and this project proposed to unite the two. 
The two schools had semi-adequate facilities and differ
ing curriculae. Unity of these schools was of prime 
concern. 

SOLUTION: The school board wanted to keep several aspects of 
the existing buildings and also wanted to keep the 
library on the site visible to the commiinity. Therefore, 
a two part structure was linked by a glass walkway to 
leave the space visually open to the library from the 
street. 

ADVANTAGES: The Latin High School was demolished for the design 
and thereby increased the amount of open space on the site. 
A field house was built over an underground parking garage 
which saved valuable greenspace, and alleviated car 
congestion. An open courtyard was enclosed and turned 
into a dining area and mezzanine space which encouraged 
social gathering. The modern design approach to the new 
additions focade seemed to give the students something 
to identify with and consequently reduced the amoiint of 
vandalism, graffiti, and adsenteeism. Enrollment in
creased as a consequence to the more desireable atmosphere. 

New additions included an arts center and a media center 
which seemed to have increased the activity one can feel 
in the air. 

Criticism is restricted to the strong piece-by-piece 
approach to the exterior's design. 
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TECHNICAL DATA; 

Year Built; 

Location: 

1980 

Massachusetts 

Cost at Time 
of Construction: $21,000,000 

Estimated Cost 
in 1984: 

Area (s.f.) 

$28,144,931 

203,000 

Approximate 
Cost in sq. ft.: $138.65 
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TWO STORY AIRWALK 
WAR MEMORIAL, 
p u v c i r . , EDUCATION 
PARTIALLY RENOVATED 

NEW FIELOHOUSE 
PARKING UNDER 

(S^W-JiOS -̂' 

Darkened areas show new additions and Building Relationships 
to the site. 



TEA HOUSE-open to public 
and operated by students. 
Gives students opportunity 
to deal with the business 
world. 
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New Arts Center-has theatres, work
shops, and studies, allow students 
a creative outlet. 

Commons 

Din:ng 

Bridge —second door 
mezzanine 
Tea Room 
Snjck 
Store 
Airwalk 
Theater 

Court was covered to create 
an interesting dining space. 
Steel bridge on second floor 
adds creative flavor. 

New Field House-
over parking garage 
saves valuable green
space. 

Public Library saved as main focus of site. 
Is visible from street under "airwalk" con
necting the new addition. 

.v.,,-?v'\..L..'/iL„.Ui/,i 
—i:f::::;„iit :r '^ zLiiiL 

"Airwalk" 

The dotted lines represent closure of new addition. Height scale 
was kept at a commonity level so as not to detract from the 
neighborhood. 
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VIEW SOUTH TOWARD NEW ARTS CENTER AND TWO-STORY "AIRWALK' 
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FREEMONT HIGH SCHOOL 
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 
ARCHITECT: CHARLES DAVIS OF 
ESHERICK, HOMSEY, DODGE & DAVIS 

NEED: The primary needs were to expand due to increases in 
student population and to update the facility to new 
seismographic safety codes due to previous structural 
problems. 

SOLUTION: The new structure had to be built around the existing 
building, and therefore created a doughnut shaped court
yard as a consequence. Windows and open spaces for 
social interaction were also provided to increase visual 
security and establish meeting places. 

ADVANTAGES: Well lit corridors and the reduction of small 
niches led to increased security and lowered vandalism. 
The open courtyard led to a less confining space. 
Increased pride in the predominantly Black neighborhood 
led to less absenteeism and lowered violence rate that 
was domonant. 

The only real disadvantage was that the design was only 
for 1500 students and 1800 are presently attending. The 
excess students are taught in any of 60 temporary class
rooms located on the schools football field. The classes 
remain as a permanent reminder of not designing for 
expansibility. 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

Year Built: 1979 

Location; California 

Cost at time 
of Construction: $6,000,000 

Estimated Cost 
in 1984; $9,046,585 

Area (s.f.) 107,000 

Approximate 
Cost in sq. ft.: $84.55 
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View of doughnut shaped courtyard shows intention of designer 
to induce interaction between outdoors and indoors. 
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Shaded area shows temporary classrooms provided while project 
was under construction. Bad estimates of spaces needed has 
left these rooms as a permanent feature not planned on. 
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Windows facing hallsJl^°P^° ^ ^ j,3lls are necessary to 
^foe!de'°ade^urteiL2'or^iriulSion during pea. loads between 

classes. 
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CUMBERLAND REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL 
SEABROOK, NEW JERSEY 
ARCHITECTS: ARMSTRONG, JORDAN, PEASE 

NEED: The primary concern was to alleviate the overcrodwing 
in the region and in the shortest amount of time. 
"Fast-tracking" with the critical path method was used 
which resulted in a $75,000 savings over traditional 
building methods. The results were obtained in only 
24 months and houses 2,000 students. 

SOLUTION: The economy of the building was considered, therefore 
use of materials, insulation, and fenestrations were all 
carefully considered. The facility also sits on a 414 
acre site with adequate space for landscaping and athletic 
fields, etc.. Further economical considerations led to 
the use of a heat pump for its efficient use of energy. 

ADVANTAGES: This school is presently using the "house" plan 
concept of teaching. The facility is two storeys tall 
and has two "houses" on each floor. Each "house" 
is a complete school within itself with its own princi
pal and grades 9 through 12. Each floor shares a com
mons where they interact, dine, and exercise. 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

Year Built; 1981 

Location: New Jersey 

Cost at time 
of Construction: $10,450,000 

Estimated Cost 

in 1984: $12,504,870 

Area (s.f.) 160,000 

Approximate 
Cost in sq. ft.: $78.16 
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Main facade showing heavy 
masonry used for insulative 
properties. 

j p I L i . ^ ,.; >^' LOWER FLOOR 

Floor plan shows basic relationships of "house" concept and 
shared activity spaces. 
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JAMAICA PLAIN HIGH SCHOOL 
JAMAICA PLAIN, MASSACHUSETTS 
ARCHITECTS: PIERCE, PIERCE & KRAMER, INC 

NEED: This new 218,000 square foot school facility was 
formerly a gas company warehouse and garage. The 
need, again, was for more space to house students. 
Funds were made possible from the Massachusetts 
School Building Assistance Act. 

SOLUTION: The existing warehouse was remodeled and a stair 
tower and an auditorium were also added. A two block 
area, which was run down, was demolitioned to make 
way for athletic fields and parking. Isolation seems 
to be an asset for academic purposes. The exterior 
walls were red bricked to decrease amount of graffiti. 

ADVANTAGES: The fourth and fifth floors were organized into 
academic "houses". Each house has a principal and 
a common gathering area. Over 1200 students attend and 
are split between houses. Laboratories were placed on 
the third floor. Colorful murals were placed through
out. 

A projected plaza over the Amtrak's will make the school 
more accessible to the surrounding neighborhood. With 
the look of the 1930's Moderne style, the facility has 
a very powerful image. 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

Year Built: 1982 

Location: Massachusetts 

Cost a t t ime 
of Cons t ruc t ion : $10,400,000 (renovation) 

Estimated Cost 
in 1984: 

Area (s.f.): 

$12,395,136 

218,000 

Approximate 
nnst in sq. ft.: $56.86 



Strong streamlined image of facility 
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Excepting occassional passing 
trains, the site enjoys its 
remoteness from usual noise. 

First floor plan showing 
areas needing service and 
large activity spaces. 
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CASE STUDY—ENDNOTES 

"Four Schools with Thought," Architectural Record, Aug
ust, 1980; pp. 110-113. 

2 
"Schools—Cumberland Regional High School," Architectur

al Record, June 1979; pp. 128-131. 
3 
"Four Schools with Thought," Architectural Record, 

August 1980; pp. 114-117. 

4 
"The Pursuit of Knowledge in Warehouse Lofts," Archi

tectural Record, August 1982; pp. 88-89. 
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BASIC DESIGN CONCEPTS 

I look back at ray goals and objectives written in 

my program and I feel a good sense of accomplishment. 

These guidelines I set for myself kept me focused on the 

important issues. Form, sense of place, function, efficiency, 

social gathering spaces, and a sense of pride have all been 

accomplished. 

San Angelo Lakeside High School was designed with 

an intent to give each facility a sense of identity. A 

space with a particular activity and an architecture which 

reflects that precept. Strong geometry combined with 

common construction materials was the underlying thread of 

the architectural unity. 

The pastel blue color used on glazed masonry brick 

v;as symbolic of unity with the sky since the facilities 

sit upon a higher elevation than the lakeside community 

below. The color also relates to the water of the lake 

which is only one-half mile away. The glass block used 

was to give the complex a sense of playfulness and variety. 

Solar block, clear-vue block, and privacy block are all 

utilized in conjunction with appropriate activities with

in. Black anodized steel post and beam construction is 

j^Y^Q dominant load bearing materials. This type of struc

ture frees all interior and exterior walls for maximum 

flexibility and expansibility. Interior walls are of 

metal stud framing and are also flexible. Each facility 



becomes its own creation and thus gives its own unique 

atmosphere to the user experiencing the space. Revealing 

new characteristics at every opportunity. 

SITE LAYOUT 

The major focus of the high school plan was to keep 

pedestrians separated from all vehicular movement thus 

producing a 'pedestrian avenue' on the site. The buildings 

then addressed the 'avenue' as the movement system and 

the buildings as the support. Social gathering spaces were 

emphasized. Interplay of light with interior and exterior 

became "experiential sequences'. Experiential sequences 

are when a user (of the building) passes through a pre

planned arrangement of experiences the user is to become 

exposed to as he passes through these spaces. In this 

design, it was sequences of; high and low ceilings, light 

and dark spaces, inside as to outside. All these were 

accomplished by using design elements which are as follows; 

clerestorey windows, skylights, bands of glass block, atriums, 

space frames, and tinted glass. 

The athletic facilities were completely isolated from 

the academic functions and were given a sense of unity 

within themselves. The spectators were not only treated 

with a view of the athletic event but also with a view 

of the lake( south-east ). The tennis courts were oriented 

at the recommended angle and set in the bottom of a ^ U^ 

slope to allow spectators to casually view the matches 

being played. As many details as possible for user satis-



faction was planned to enhance the enjoyment of the par

ticular activity being experienced. 

BUILDING LAYOUT 

Climate and a sense of freedom were the basic con

siderations as to why the complex took the design direction 

that it did. The climate lends itself to concern for 

cooling its buildings as opposed to heating. Secondly, 

students tend to feel a sense of confinement in a mono

lithic structure similar to most of our high schools. 

Lastly, I attended a campus plan high school and the 

sense of freedom and the smell of fresh air was indescrib

able. The climate is not a major factor as a student 

travels from classes. Therefore, a sequence of buildings 

and spaces was a logical path to follow. 

With this concept in mind I set out to create inter

esting spaces for the adults and adolescents. As each 

building assumed its own shape(s), the spaces left over 

added to the variety of mass and form. The power is the 

relationship between the buildings themselves by creating 

a dynamic tension. The 'pedestrian avenue' became the path 

by which to journey through the geometry of mass and space. 

The classrooms were also given special considerations 

such as; rear view projection, natural lighting with a 

ylew, large gathering spaces for socializing, and a 

ggnse of place. 



REFLECTIONS 

Several approaches were considered for this design 

"before final refinement was given to the end result. 

There were many good aspects of the design that were 

present and the critic of the other aspects were well 

founded and learned from. Design should always be considered 

a search for a higher means of design sensitivity for the 

user and I, for one, believe strongly in this attitude. 

Experience is the only true way one can feel what is a 

good space and what is not. Seeking a higher sense of order 

and complexity can only leave you with a good feeling 

about what you have done and what you will do. Nothing 

but genuine encouragement from yourself and others will 

make you more successful in the end. 


